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Preface

The 150th European Study Group with Industry (150 ESGI) was held in Bilbao,
Spain, from 21-25th Oct 2019. It was organized by BCAM - Basque Center
for Applied Mathematics, in collaboration with BEAZ (public company of the
Provincial Council of Bizkaia), MATH-IN (Spanish Network for Mathematics and
Industry) and UPV/EHU (University of the Basque Country).

ESGI 150 was a satellite event of ICIAM 2019, the International Congress on
Industrial and Applied Mathematics.

Study Groups with Industry are an internationally recognized method of tech-
nology transfer between academia and industry. These one-week long workshops
that started in Oxford in 1968 provide an opportunity for engineers and industrial
developers to work together with academic mathematicians, students and young
professional mathematicians on problems of direct practical interest. Their main
objectives are to increase activity in Industrial Mathematics, spread awareness of
the benefits of Mathematics, encourage the interaction between researchers from
different areas and promote collaborative R&D projects between research groups
from the academic sector and companies, addressing problems that can be solved
with mathematical models and computational techniques. The Scientific Committee
of ESGI 150 selected five problems to work on:

1. Analyzing and predicting football players and team performance with move-
ment tracking technology (Athletic Club)

2. Digital Twins: Merging physical and experimental knowledge (CAF)

3. Detecting improvements in churn predictive models that include an imag-
inative search for external variables and a creative visualization of results
(Euskaltel)

4. Optimal design of the electric vehicle’s public charging network (Iberdrola)

5. Optimal design of ventilation grates through CFD simulations (Consorcio de
Aguas Bilbao Bizkaia)

At the beginning of the week, the 37 participants were divided into groups.
Each group worked as a team on one of the problems proposed by the companies
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mentioned above. On the last day of the workshop, the working groups presented
their progress in solving the problems and the recommended approaches. The study
cases are assembled in this Study Group Proceedings Report, which provides a
formal record of the work for both the industrial and the academic participants.
The description of the problems, and the final reports of each working group, as
well as a copy of this document, are posted on the website of ESGI 150: https:
//wp.bcamath.org/esgi150/

The Scientific Committee of ESGI 150 was formed by the following members:

• Elena Akhmatskaya, BCAM – Ikerbasque

• Marco Ellero, BCAM – Ikerbasque

• Luca Gerardo-Giorda, BCAM

• Dae-Jin Lee, BCAM

• Jose Antonio Lozano, BCAM – UPV/EHU

• David Pardo, BCAM – Ikerbasque
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Challenge 1: Analyzing and predicting football players and
team performance with movement tracking technology

DESCRIPTION

Performance management of football players is a complex process that involves
optimizing their physical performance, tactical training, influence in the game, and
minimizing the risk of injuries while maximizing the overall team performance.
The analysis of players’ tracking data has gained a lot of popularity in team sports.
However, the use of movement tracking data to inform the design of training
programs and understand activity level differences between training and match
sessions is still an open research question. The use of GPS (Global Positioning
System) incorporating inertial sensors has increased the amount of data available
for coaching and backroom staff in order to monitor the activity and performance of
players in training sessions and matches.

The software manufacturers of this tracking technology collect multiple physical
variables of the training sessions and the performed tasks, such as the distance
travelled above 19.8 km/h, the accelerations and decelerations or the number of
sprints. However, considering the importance of technical and tactical aspects in
football, the analysis of physical data in solitary have limited usefulness.

A GPS provides data on the position, orientation and acceleration of each player
every tenth of a second. Therefore, a vast amount of raw data must be processed and
analyzed in order to measure important aspects of the game, report any significant
changes, obtain more advanced physical information, tactical analysis and combine
all that information to generate insights that may help coaches predict how their
teams perform in a game.

OBJECTIVE

Considering the tracking technology and the data available, the challenge would
contribute to pave the way for data scientist and team managing staff to extract
knowledge from in-game data in the form of KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) that
may contribute to provide important tactical aspects of football (e.g.: effective play-
ing space, space control gain, pressure passing efficiency, maximum performance
peak or reached threshold of exertion of a player, etc.).
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Challenge 2: Digital Twins: Merging physical and experi-
mental knowledge

DESCRIPTION

The development of reliable physical models that allow predicting the behaviour
of a system under different circumstances is very important for activities such as
condition-based maintenance, improved design, optimisation, etc.

The development of these systems is based usually in physical knowledge
(fundamental laws) or in field data (Machine Learning techniques). Fitting both
types of model is difficult, on the one hand, because the mathematical laws that
represent the real process do not consider all the phenomena and, on the other hand,
because some of the parameters of the model are not known accurately (only a
rough estimation is available). In general, the merging of both types of knowledge
is not done or is done at a very basic level, e.g. by adjusting some parameters of the
physical model in order to improve the correlation of data and model results simply
by trial and error.

OBJECTIVE

The proposed challenge consists of defining a suitable procedure to produce
simulation models that combine the theoretical knowledge about the physical phe-
nomena associated and a big amount of field information on the behaviour of such a
system. No constraints are imposed on the selection of the mathematical techniques
to be applied for the task. The procedure will be illustrated with an application to
the air consumption and generation system in railway vehicles. A physical model of
the system will be provided, as well as operational data of its real behaviour will
be provided by CAF. Starting from this information a technique to combine these
models and the operational data to produce the best digital model will have to be
derived.
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Challenge 3: Detecting improvements in churn predictive
models that include an imaginative search for external vari-
ables and a creative visualization of results

DESCRIPTION

One of the main challenges in a telecommunications company is to reduce the
rate of customers who leave the company, so the main objective of this project is to
improve the prediction of current abandonment rate at Euskaltel group.

Thus, we propose three complementary work areas that pursue the goal of
reducing the number of customers who leave the company, which may be covered
by different profiles.

OBJECTIVE

To develop an intelligent optimization algorithm to coordinate the frequency
selection at the back end (for radio resource management purposes), in unman-
aged, partially cooperative urban environments where not all the hotspots can be
configured. The expected outcome of the algorithm is to:

1. Improvement of the current propensity model of Euskaltel. Nowadays, based
on internal customer data, every month we study who will be the most likely
customers to leave the company to call them the following month. Each of
these telephone calls implies an important cost for Euskaltel group and that is
the reason why we have to be very efficient.

We would provide such model and the data to:

Rethink the model. Is the model used the most appropriate one? Could we
improve it? Should we use another one? Which one? Why and how? We
must bear in mind that in addition to predicting, we want to be able to explain
which are the variables that most affect the churn rate.

Find solutions that raise an optimal cut-off point. The number of calls that we
can assume monthly ranges between 1,000 and 2,000. How can we determine
the optimal cut-off point considering this requirement? If we could expand
this limitation, how could we do it?

2. Imaginative search for external variables to help us improve the model. The
current model is generated from internal variables, the question is what
external information could we get to improve such model. How could we
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extract it? From where? How much improvement would we get with this
information?

3. Creative visualization of results. What we are looking for is the most creative
and simple way to understand the results of the model and the correlations
between the main variables.
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Challenge 4: Optimal design of the electric vehicle’s public
charging network

DESCRIPTION

The issue of locating and securing the availability of charging infrastructure
becomes a complex question which needs to be answered in order to ensure the
correct integration of the EV. In this matter, Iberdrola plans to commission more
than 200 charging stations (one per 100km) all along the main motorways, traffic
corridors and public areas in the major cities of Spain’s geography in 2019.

However, the deployment of these charging infrastructures is a challenging
issue. It requires strategic planning to locate the right number and sizing of charging
stations in the right locations. The correct design of the whole infrastructure will
allow to charge the vehicles in a more dynamical way reducing the battery capacity
needs and therefore optimizing the net social benefit.

Since studies give different weights to different constraints, the optimal deploy-
ment results are different. It is largely subject to geographic constraints, temporal
vehicles flow on the mains roads, socioeconomics characteristics on the nodes,
EV adoption curve and coordinates matrixes. However, Iberdrola has the target of
reaching nationwide coverage of every province capital and main cities of Spain
and ensuring the availability to travel with the EV around the Spanish geography.

OBJECTIVE

The expected outcomes are the optimal locations and sizing (total power and
level of service considering 150kW and 50kW DC chargers) for a fixed number of
public charging stations considering the traffic flows of the Spanish six main roads
(A1-A8 and A66) using the mathematical tools that are deemed most appropriate by
the researcher (e.g. flow-capturing models, genetic algorithm model or clustering
algorithms).
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Challenge 5: Optimal design of ventilation grates through
CFD simulations

DESCRIPTION

Efficient ventilation systems in rooms, buildings and other closed areas (e.g.
rain overflow chambers, warehouse, etc..) should be installed in order to Improve
the energy efficiency of buildings, increase comfort levels for human adaptation,
maintain the salubrity of the environment and guarantee temperature and humidity
levels with connection to the exterior environment.

One of the elements that usually it is included in ventilation system is the
ventilation grate. Such elements, connecting a wider room with a pipe/tube/channel
represent a source of potential turbulence, whose physics is particularly complex to
model given the chaotic fluid motion and the involvement of different scale of space
and time (multi-scale problem).

Generally, in the design of the ventilation system, the ventilation grate is not
deeply studied; experimental real cases show that in most cases they are badly
designed, being in many cases inefficient. These problems mainly appear in the
case of study, waste water treatment plants, where plastic materials are used, and
sometimes not well manufactured. An optimal design of such components should
also include analysis of vibrations and noise generated.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the challenge is therefore to focus the attention on the optimal
design of the ventilation grid in a ventilation system, developing:

• A reduced set of CFD case scenarios by means of model reduction techniques

• Definition of boundary conditions

• Resolution of the mesh over the full spatial domain

• Relevant parameters in the ventilation grids to carry out sensitivity analyses

• A set of control parameters to identify the performance of these components

• The numerical models and tools to be used for carrying out the simulations

• The post-process of the results.
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Challenge 1: Analyzing and predicting football players and
team performance with movement tracking technology

Academic coordinator Dae-Jin Lee (dlee@bcamath.org)
Institution BCAM – Basque Center for Applied Mathematics.

Team David Blanco1, Antoine Choffrut, Luca Maria Giordano2,3, David Gordo4,
Jorge Lemos Portela5, Joaquin Martinez Minaya6, Lorenzo Nagar6, Martin Parga
Pazos,6 Carlos Javier Peña de los Santos6, Lore Zumeta6

Institutions Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya1, Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona2, Univ. degli Studi di Milano3, ICMAT – CSIC4, Universidad Autónoma
de Madrid5, BCAM – Basque Center for Applied Mathematics6.

Business coordinator Jon Larruskain Zabala
Company Athletic Club

ABSTRACT:

This document presents the contributions made at the 150th European Study
Group with Industry (150th ESGI) to provide players’ intensity prediction models
and key performance indicators (KPI’s) —which are crucial aspects of performing
successfully— extracted from the GPS movement tracking data. Unlike the averaged
measures obtained in classical approaches, with the GPS tracking technology it
is possible to obtain those measures for each time instant. This information can
be used to better understand the influence of a training program on the success or
failure in a game.

keywords: GPS, performance, game speed, intensity

Introduction

Performance management of football players is a complex process that involves
optimizing their physical performance, tactical training, influence in the game, and
minimizing the risk of injuries while maximizing the overall team performance.
The analysis of players’ tracking data has gained a lot of popularity in team sports.
However, the use of movement tracking data to inform the design of training
programs and understand activity level differences between training and match
sessions is still an open research question. The use of GPS (Global Positioning
System) incorporating inertial sensors has increased the amount of data available
for coaching and backroom staff to monitor the activity and performance of players
in training sessions and matches. The software manufacturers of this tracking
technology collect multiple physical variables of the training sessions and the
performed tasks, such as the distance travelled above 19.8 km/h, the accelerations
and decelerations or the number of sprints. However, considering the importance of
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technical and tactical aspects in football, the analysis of physical data in solitary
have limited usefulness.

A GPS provides data on the position, orientation and acceleration of each player
every tenth of a second. Therefore, a vast amount of raw data must be processed and
analyzed to measure important aspects of the game, report any significant changes,
obtain more advanced physical information, tactical analysis and combine all that
information to generate insights that may help coaches predict how their teams
perform in a game.

Dataset description

The dataset consists of GPS data of 20 players during the fifteen-minute of the first
half of a training session. Two players —the goalkeepers— did not wear a GPS
tracking device. There is no data for the ball either. The dataset is subdivided into 3
smaller datasets of 5 minutes each. Positions (longitude, latitude, and normalized x
and y values) and instantaneous velocities were recorded at a frequency of 10 Hz.
Acceleration and gyroscopic data are recorded at a frequency of 300 Hz. The group
worked with the data from the entire 15 minutes of the game as well as with the
smaller subsets. Working with the full dataset allows for more realistic results while
working with the subsets allows working quicker in the exploratory phase.
In the initial phase, we found many duplicated rows. After suppressing the dupli-
cated rows the dataset was considerably reduced. Then, the data corresponded to
(approximately) a total of 15 minutes for each player, at a frequency of 10Hz (e.g.
x, y, speed) or 300Hz (e.g. acceleration and gyroscopic variables) depending on the
features.
With regards to missing recordings, Figure 1 shows the count of recordings per
player, by data subsets. Although this hasn’t been checked accurately, the missing
data appears to be at the beginning of the game.

Figure 1: Count of records per player by data subset

We see that player 11 is missing from subset 1, others have missing data for subset
1, but all players were present during the entire duration of data subsets 3, 4, and 5.
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1. The variables

Here we describe the variables that were most useful during the study group:

• id: the player id number

• team: the team to which a player belongs

• time: timestampt in the format YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss.ssssss. Note
that in some of the graphics in this report, the timestamps have been
replaced with the time duration since the beginning of the game

• x, y: coordinates (in meters) within the field, where the touch-line is in
the y-direction (the field being represented approximately by the ranges
[−35,35]× [−35,35], meaning that the field was shorter than a regular
field)

• longitude and latitude coordinates

• speed: the instantaneous speed (in meters per second) of the player at
the time of recording

• x-, y-, and z-components of acceleration (in meters per second squared)

• x-, y-, and z-components of gyroscopic data (in degrees per second
squared)

The components of the velocity vector were not provided directly and have
been estimated using the position variables x and y.

2. The teams, the players and their positions

In Table 1 we created two types of categorizations for the position of the
players. The only difference between these categorizations is that in one
of them we disaggregate the midfielder position into more specific position
names.

3. Visualization of trajectories

We have generated trajectories of the players’ GPS tracking data. For instance,
let us consider the 3rd data subset (the last 5 minutes of the 15 minutes
session). These are shown in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2 the trajectories of
the players in the pitch are superposed and each team is shown in separated
graphs. The field is represented with a black rectangle and the goalposts are
at the top and bottom of the image. For the sake of clarity, only one position
is drawn every second per player.

Figure 3 shows the example of an individual player trajectory that we also
generated. It illustrates the trajectory of Player 4 where the colour intensity
represents the magnitude of his speed.

13



id team position (5 categories) position (8 categories)

1 Blue Center-back Center-back

2 Blue Left-back Left-back

3 Blue Right-back Right-back

4 Blue Midfielder Midfielder-right

5 Blue Midfielder Midfielder

6 Blue Midfielder Midfielder

7 Blue Midfielder Midfielder-offensive

8 Blue Midfielder Midfielder-left

9 Blue Center-back Center-back

10 Blue Forward Forward

11 White Left-back Left-back

12 White Midfielder Midfielder-left

13 White Forward Forward

14 White Midfielder Midfielder-right

15 White Midfielder Midfielder

16 White Center-back Center-back

17 White Midfielder Midfielder-offensive

18 White Center-back Center-back

19 White Midfielder Midfielder

20 White Right-back Right-back

Table 1: Summary of teams (Blue vs White), the players id and positions with 5 or
8 categories (including right and left midfielders).

4. Speed Regimes

We considered the players’ speed profiles described in [1]. The regimes are
given in Table 2. Table 2.

In Figure 4 we show the results for the blue and white teams separately, from
data subset 3. The different regimes of speed are coloured in different shades
of red.

These time series are aggregated in the stacked bar plot of Figure 5 indicating
the total number of records falling in each regime for each player. Again, this
is for data subset 3, representing 3 minutes of playing at a frequency of 10Hz.
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Figure 2: Trajectories of all players by team in the 3 data subset

Figure 3: Trajectory of players 4 and 6 for the entire 15 minutes. Timestamps are
indicated every 30 seconds. The intensity of the color indicates the speed, and the
color bar gives the correspondence between colors and magnitudes given in ms−1.

The total number of records per player is indicated at the top of each stacked
bar plot.

5. Goals

Three different goals were addressed in this project:
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Regime min (m/s) max (m/s)

standing 0 0.2

walking 0.2 2.1

jogging 2.1 3.8

running 3.8 6.1

sprinting 6.1 >6.1

Table 2: Velocity speed profiles ranges.

Figure 4: Speed profiles of players of blue on the left side and on the right side
Team

• Goal 1: creating metrics for individual and team tactical analysis.

• Goal 2: predicting players’ performance and intensity during the game.
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• Goal 3: Integrating tactical and physical data.

Figure 5: Speed profile distribution across players

Goal 1

This goal will consist of developing metrics to analyze both individual and collective
movement patterns of football players.

1. Events and play stops From examining the 15-minute video of the play, we
have identified 5 events (shots on target):

• Event 1: 1:37 - 1:50

• Event 2: 2:20 - 2:32

• Event 3: 3:53 - 4:02

• Event 4: 5:05 - 5:11

• Event 5: 14:30 - 14:45

and two periods where the game is stopped: 7:50 - 8:05 and 9:50 - 10:40.

2. Depth and width during the game

We compiled various measures of the size and shape of the configurations of
both teams.

• The depth of a team is the difference between the distance (along the
y-direction) of the players which are farthest and closest to their goal
line.

• The width of a team is the difference (along the x-direction) of the
players which are the closest to the two opposite sidelines.
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Figure 6: Depth of both teams along game, along with events and play stops.

Figure 6 gives information about the depth of the blue team at the top, of
the white team in the middle, and both teams overlayed at the bottom. The
horizontal black lines of the three graphics indicate the bottom and the end of
the field. This provides a visual representation of what happens on the field.

Focusing on the first graph, the blue curve shows the depth of the team over
the time, i.e. the curve bounding the blue region from top is the y-coordinate
of the position of the player from the blue team closest to the end of the field
and the one bounding from the bottom is the y-coordinates of the position
of the player from the blue team closest to the bottom of the field, at each
moment. Therefore the depth of the blue team is the difference between these
two y-coordinates. Similarly for the white team in the middle graph. Last,
the bottom graph shows that both teams had roughly the same configuration

18



Figure 7: Width of both teams along game, along with events and play stops.

(after projection onto the y-axis). This is probably due to the fact that the
field was shorter than a regular field.

In addition, we have indicated the time periods when an event occurred (such
as a shot) and when the play stopped in grey and red, respectively. Visually it
is quite clear that there is a strong relationship between events and the fact
that a team is moving fast forwards or backwards. Figure 7 is the analogue
for the width.

3. Convex hulls

The convex hull formed by the players of a team consists of the centres of
mass of the player with all possible weights.

We have compiled various measurements on the convex hulls of the teams:
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Figure 8: Surface area of the convex hulls and their intersection. At any timestamp, the
surface area of the blue team (expressed as a percentage of the total surface area of the
field) is given by the curve bounding the blue region from the top, and that for the white
team is given by the curve bounding the yellow region from below. The surface area of
the intersection of the convex hulls of the blue and white teams is given by the two curves
bounding the green region. That is, the top and bottom halves of the green region are mirror
images of one another.

• surface area (or effective playing space –EPS–) of the convex hull of
the blue team

• surface area of the convex hull of the white team

• surface area of the intersection of the convex hulls of both teams

This information is plotted in Figure 8, where again we have indicated the time
periods with an action or when the play stops in grey and red respectively. We
can see the moments when the blue team completely contains ("encircles")
the white team (e.g. a little before 3m30s), or the other way around (e.g.
within the first 10 seconds of the game). A roughly equivalent representation
of this information is provided in Figure 9. The percentages are represented
in a stacked form.

4. Voronoi Diagrams for Space Control Management

Voronoi diagrams allow the measuring of spatial dominance of a team by
partitioning the field surface into areas which account for the extent of the
field that is under a specific player’s control based on their actual position.
In this study group, the Voronoi diagram was re-formulated to include, apart
from the current position, the speed vector of each player. This way, we
include the inherent dynamism of football into the diagram by using the
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future position of the player in a second if current speed is maintained. This
way the Voronoi diagram better represents the area under effective control
for fast or open plays like counter-attacks, long balls to the space behind the
defence, or chances created by a full-back/winger superiority where speed
and space are key elements in order to convert the chance successfully.

Figure 9: Surface area of the convex hulls and their intersection, given in percentages.

In Figure 10, we show a screenshot of this kind of Voronoi diagram with
their actual GPS position being indicated by the base of the arrow. The tip
of the arrow here is represented by the number identifying each player and
indicates the position where he will be in one second. The calculation for the
percentage of the field under the player’s control is made using this point as
the position, with the percentage of the field that he controls displayed under
it.

What can the Voronoi diagram be used for?

• Identifying and analyzing single plays, which can be then used by the
coaches to give useful information to the players, explaining how they
performed in controlling space in a specific moment, both in offensive
plays than in defensive plays.

• Due to the fact that we also computed the percentage of coverage,
the average portion of the field covered may be computed for single
players for the whole match. This can also be done aggregating data to
compute the percentage of the field covered by each of the teams. This
information may be used in several ways: one could compare the average
portion of the field covered by players playing in the same position, in
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order to see which one is covering space in the most effective way. On
the collective side, one could explore the possible relations between
the percentage of the field covered by a team and other indicators of
performance, for example with the number of scoring opportunities
created.

Figure 10: Voronoi diagram. Speed (arrows) and positions considered.

Goal 2

1. Game speed Sometimes in football, it is quite common to hear comments
such as "they play too slow", or "this team cannot match it with the faster
teams". The concept involved in those cases is well known as game speed.

Game speed is the ability to generate a high physical output during a com-
petition, without the significant compromise of the technical, tactical or
psychological aspects of gameplay. To develop this capacity, training needs
to reflect the intensity of competition, so that when faced with physically
demanding periods during a game, the players are prepared and therefore
these situations will be less catastrophic. But, the concept of game speed can
be interpreted and measured in different ways. In this study group, we have
used four different variables in order to measure this intensity:

(a) Distance covered jogging (between 7.56 km/h and 13.98 km/h).
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(b) Distance covered running (between 13.68 km/h and 21.96 km/h)

(c) Distance covered sprinting (more than 21.96 km/h)

(d) Average acceleration

Figure 11: Some measures at a given instant. A video can be made for every instant and
synchronized with the actual videotaped game.

2. Moving average analysis

Figure 12: The graph shows how long a player can keep a certain intensity.

During a game, there exist fluctuations in intensity, probably because of
stoppages for referee intervention or injuries. Then, different authors propose
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to use a moving average analysis to identify the most intense periods of a
game.

The main idea is to construct windows of 1 minute (can be smaller) during the
complete training (15 minutes) and compute the intensity measures proposed
in the previous section.

Subsequently, relationships between peak running intensities and the mov-
ing average duration may reveal novel information regarding both the peak
running capacity athletes during the competition (i.e., the greatest running
intensity an athlete might reach within a game) and the rate of decline in
intensity as a function of time (Figure12).

3. Methods

Figure 13: Comparing the exponential model and the SCAM for a player and using the
variable distance covered running.

Different statistical models have been proposed to study the relationship be-
tween peak running intensities and the moving average duration. In particular,
Delaney et all. [2] proposed a model that uses GPS technology for assessing
game demands based on intensity, running time and a power relationship. The
model consists of a power-law curve that describes a non-linear relationship
between two variables (intensity I as a function of time t) and can be given
by the equation:

I = ctn

where n and c are constants. Considering t as a moving window (e.g. a
moving average duration).

Lacome et al. [3] used this model to compare the peak intensity of typical
small-sided games (SSGs) with those of official games in terms of running
demands and mechanical work (MechW) over different rolling average dura-
tions and playing positions.
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As the graphs always reflect a decreasing behaviour, an alternative to the
power-law curve was proposed, the shape constrained additive models (SCAMs,
[5]). SCAMs are a particular case of generalized additive models (GAMs)
where shape constraints are imposed on the component functions of the lin-
ear predictor. In our particular case, the intensity can be expressed as a
combination of B-spline basis functions (B j(t)):

I =
q

∑
j=1

c jB j(t) ,

being I the variable representing the intensity and which come from a Gaus-
sian distribution, and c j the weights.

This alternative proposal was motivated by the comparison with the exponen-
tial method in Figure 13, where the curve generated by the SCAM seems to
be more flexible than the one generated by the exponential model.

4. Results The SCAM models proposed were used for each variable previously
defined in order to model the intensity as a function of the rolling average
windows. In Figures 14 15 16 y 17, the fitted values of the models were
displayed for each player and separating them by teams. Analyzing the
graphs:

• Graphs would help calculate how long we need for a certain position
(or a certain player) to reach a certain intensity.

• If a player has high-intensity levels for low values of rolling window
size, this means he’s explosive in short intervals and isolated plays.

• If a player has high-intensity levels for high values of rolling window
size, this means he’s able to keep a high-intensity level for a long time.

5. How to use these results?

Now we are interested in knowing how we can apply all these results to
improve the team’s performance during the competition. Here are some
examples of possible applications:

(a) Monitoring fitness condition of the players: This is the most direct
application. We can use our results to analyze the intensity of each
player during the season.

(b) Small-Sided Games: This is a very useful way to reproduce different
moments of the game according to intensity. By playing 4vs4, 6vs6...
in reduced fields, we can reproduce specific moments of a real game to
improve the players’ performance.

(c) Coming back to competition after an injury: It is always difficult to
conclude when a player is ready to come back to competition without the
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Figure 14: Fitted values using the SCAM models for each player and for the two different
teams. The variable selected in this case as a representation of the intensity is the distance
covered jogging.

Figure 15: Fitted values using the SCAM models for each player and for the two different
teams. The variable selected in this case as a representation of the intensity is the distance
covered running.

risk of getting injured again. One way to check if a player is ready will
be to analyze his intensity during the training sessions in the recovery
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Figure 16: Fitted values using the SCAM models for each player and for the two different
teams. The variable selected in this case as a representation of the intensity is the distance
covered sprinting.

Figure 17: Fitted values using the SCAM models for each player and for the two different
teams. The variable selected in this case as a representation of the intensity is the average
acceleration.

period, and decide that he is ready only if he can reach the same levels
of intensity as before the injury.
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(d) Optimizing intensity by position: As we saw in the plots, different
positions make use of different levels of intensity during a game. We
could individualize the training according to the players’ position to
improve the results.

(e) Substitutions during a game: By knowing the individual intensity
analysis of each player we can decide when it is the best moment to
substitute a player— Maybe the player cannot keep good intensity levels
for long periods so he should not play the 90 minutes of the game or
maybe a player is very explosive in short periods of time and he can be a
useful substitution in a certain moment of the game. Another application
of this would be to analyze the effect of a player being substituted in the
rest of the players, this can be a key factor in some periods of the game.

Goal 3

Goal 3 consisted of integrating tactical and physical data. Indeed, this is a much more
challenging task, which requires further discussion and insights from combining the
expertise of tactical coaches and fitness coaches. Based on the results obtained in
goals 1 and 2, now we provide some ideas to develop in this direction.

• How dangerous is an attacking possession?
Imagine we know which team is attacking. We can divide the field into
different zones depending on the distance to the opposite goal.

Once we have this, we can analyze the Voronoi diagram to calculate the
weighted area that the attacking team is occupying, to measure how dangerous
the attacking possession is.

By observing this weighted area during different goal opportunities we can
find a value for the area such that if the weighted area is larger than this value,
the attacking team is occupying a lot of important zones of the opposite field
and thus they have higher chances of scoring a goal.

This is useful to measure gameplays that did not have a shot on target for
example, but maybe, if the player with the ball had taken a different decision,
the team would have scored.

We can find out the number of dangerous attacks and, also, for how long
each team had a dangerous attacking positioning. This can be a new way to
measure which team deserved to win.

• How to effective defend with low intensity
Using a similar idea as before. We can combine the data of the opposite
team’s attacking weighted area and the data of the intensity with the aim
of training a period of the game which the coach is interested in having an
effective defending position (meaning the opposite team’s attacking weighted
area is small) while, at the same time, the intensity of the players is low.
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This is useful if we want to analyze how to have a period of the game during
which our team is defending effectively and also gaining energy so that we
can choose another period of the game our team is playing at high intensity.

It is also useful to find new ways to effectively attack when a team is "parking
the bus" by analyzing the weighted areas in an attacking possession when the
players move.

• 3D-Voronoi for set-pieces

If we had more information about the players such as how high they can jump,
combined with the GPS information, we could create a 3D Voronoi plot to
know the places that the players could reach in a set-piece.

For example, imagine our team has an attacking corner. If our players move
in a certain way, we would like to know what places our players could reach
when the ball gets into the penalty area.

With this information, we could train the player that shoots the corner so he
can put the ball in specific places where our players could reach the ball.

Concluding Remarks

These are some possible ideas for future tactical purposes we could achieve by
analyzing the GPS data. To prepare football players to perform at their highest level,
for future analysis it would be useful to:

1. Add new information to our Voronoi and intensity analysis (such as angular
speed, for instance).

2. Divide the field into different zones depending on the distance to the opposite
goal.

3. Individualize the information of the players. (We started with the intensity but
we could include how effective a player when shooting from long distances if
he is a good header...)

4. Include this information in the Voronoi diagram (The weight of the area of
a very good player should be bigger because he is more dangerous to the
opposite team)
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ABSTRACT:

Many operations in modern train vehicles rely on pneumatic systems. These
include critical systems, such as the brakes and suspensions, but also less essential
ones, such as, e.g., the horn. Within this challenge we try to merge physical laws
with sensoric data to model compressed air consumption of a train vehicle as it
travels through a given track. More precisely, we aim at predicting the changes in air
pressure in the main pipe that connects the consumption units with the generating
unit (the compressor) of compressed air, caused by several recorded events (e.g.,
braking, changes in track geometry, changes in train weight). On the basis of this
problem and the material provided, we describe techniques to smoothen, cleanse,
and work with noisy sparse inconsistent low-precision data. Furthermore, we
propose methods how to incorporate the physical models into the estimation of the
pressure changes and discuss approaches for uncertainty quantification.

keywords: railway vehicle, compressor capacity, main reservoirs volume, data
cleaning, signal smoothing, regression analysis, uncertainty quantification.

Introduction

Quantitative prediction of real physical phenomena is often challenging and requires
sophisticated mathematical models. Prediction methodologies are either based on
deterministic laws (physical knowledge) or on information extracted from available
data (experimental knowledge). Merging the two different approaches may be
helpful for improving the quality of predictions, when the targeted systems are
subject to different regimes.

In general, such a task has can be approached in many different ways. Hence,
the proposed challenge consists in defining a suitable procedure to combine the
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physical knowledge of a real system, with the information extracted from available
operational data.

More precisely, the objective is to model air consumption and generation systems
in railway vehicles. Important components of a train, such as brakes, doors, and
suspensions make use of compressed air. Without compressed air, a train would
not be able to stop when needed, open and close its doors properly, or offer smooth
rides for passengers and cargo. The necessity of a sufficient supply of compressed
air is naturally in contrast to economic interests, which would typically target at
keeping the generation systems as small as possible. This trade-off is the underlying
motivation for this challenge from a practical perspective.

This document is organized as follows. First, we describe the proposed challenge
and its objectives, in the context of the considered application, i.e. air consumption
and generation systems in railway vehicles. Then, we provide an overview of
related physical knowledge and operational data respectively. After, we describe
the proposed solutions and discusses ideas how to achieve the objectives. Finally,
conclusions and discussion are provided.

Challenge description and objectives

Modern train vehicles rely on pneumatic systems to take care of frequently required
actions such as braking, suspending, applying the horn, etc. To this end, each train
typically carries a main pipe which supplies these functional units with compressed
air. To ensure the availability of sufficient compressed air, each train is equipped
with one or more compressors which are activated when the pressure in the main
pipe reaches a certain threshold.

Choosing the right size of the compressor(s) is a delicate issue. On the one
hand, it should not be too large because of reasons related to space on the train,
maintenance, durability, and cost. On the other hand, critical functionalities of the
train, such as the braking system, must never fail.

In an attempt to carefully approach this trade-off, the objectives of this challenge
were relatively broadly defined as follows.

1. Given characteristic information about a particular track as well as some
pertinent dynamic data obtained by sensors on the train (e.g., pressure in
brake cylinders) measured at time intervals of length ∆t > 0, find a means to
estimate at any time t the difference in pressure in the main pipe, ∆P, between
time t −∆t and t in bar.

2. Think about ways of how to quantify uncertainty in the above predictions.

For the first challenge, the problem can be simplified a little bit further, as several
deterministic physical laws give information on ∆V , the volume of the consumed
compressed air (in normal litres), or on the factors driving ∆V . So, eventually, it
will be necessary to estimate the relation between ∆P and ∆V .
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Such deterministic laws correspond to the physical knowledge of the consump-
tion of compressed air, ∆V . They will be described in detail in Section . The data
that needs to be merged with physical laws are provided in form of geometric data
about a given track and by dynamic sensor data obtained during the operation of
a train on this track. The available data will be described in Section . Finally,
Section provides the proposed solutions to the challenge’s objectives.

Physical knowledge: air consumption laws

The causes for the lion share of compressed air consumption are the usage of the
pneumatic brakes, static and dynamic suspensions. The latter systems are employed
to compensate for irregularities in the track geometry, i.e., turns and differences
in cant height. Static suspensions avoid height fluctuations due to the weight of
passengers getting on and off the train. Apart from these, there are several other
events that are responsible for compressed air consumption, but whose occurrence
is hard to predict or whose individual contribution cannot be easily seen from the
provided data. These include the pneumatic horn, the toilet flush, sand-dusters,
wheel fang lubrication, and leakage in general.

The train vehicles that are considered in this challenge are equipped with one
compressor supplying one main pipe. Each train consist of four individual cars,
each of which rests on two bogeys. The bogeys, in turn, carry the units necessary
for braking (brake cylinders and connecting pipes) and suspension (air springs).

Provided there is sufficient data available, the consumption associated to the
braking system, as well as to both of the suspension types, is well understood and
we will dedicate the remainder of this section to its description. The consumption of
the other factors will need to be estimated differently, so they can be included in the
estimation of the pressure variation ∆P (objective 1.). Otherwise, such factors can
be treated as noise and thus have to be considered in quantification of uncertainty
(objective 2.).

Consumption due to braking

Pneumatic brakes aim to reduce the train velocity by dissipating energy in the contact
between a pad and the brake disc (or sometimes the wheel). The brake cylinders
are responsible for pushing the pad on the brake disc, when some compressed air is
introduced. Hence, the air consumption ∆Vcyl in each single cylinder is calculated
as:

∆Vcyl = 103 Pt(AefS+V0)−Pt−∆tV0

Patm
, (1)

with V0 the initial volume of the cylinder, Pt the pressure of the cylinder at time t,
Patm the atmospheric absolute pressure, Aef the effective area of the cylinder and S
the cylinder stroke length.
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When the pneumatic brakes are applied, compressed air is also introduced into
the pipes connecting the main pipe to the cylinders. Therefore, the amount ∆Vpipe of
air consumed by each single pipe is accounted as:

∆Vpipe = 103 (Pt −Pt−∆t)Vpipe

Patm
, (2)

where Vpipe is the constant volume of the pipe. Finally, the total volume of com-
pressed air consumed in one bogey equals 4∆Vcyl +∆Vpipe.

In our particular case, the constants were Aef = 0.0507 m2, S = 0.02 m, V0 =
0.00021 m3, and Vpipe = 0.002641883 m3.

Consumption due to static suspension

Static suspension aims to keep the train height constant, when the load changes.
The variation of load is mainly due to the change of weight of passengers getting of
and on the train. The air consumption ∆Vstatic due to static suspension is computed
as:

∆Vstatic = (VHL−LL −VHL)
PHL

Patm

273
Tair

, (3)

with VHL−LL the volume in maximum load condition occupied by the air there was
in the minimum load condition, VHL the volume in maximum load condition, PHL
the pressure in maximum load condition, Patm the atmospheric pressure and Tair the
temperature of the air. The volumes VHL−LL and VHL are computed as

VHL−LL =

[
PLLV n

LL
PHL

]1/n

, VHL =V0 +AefZ, VLL =V0 −AefZ, (4)

where VLL is the volume in the minimum load condition, PLL is the pressure at
minimum load condition, Z is the deformation at the dead zone, V0 is the initial
volume of the air spring, Aef is the effective area of the air spring and n = 1.4.

The pressures PHL and PLL have not been measured by sensor data. Nevertheless,
they can be computed from weight of the train WHL and WLL in maximum and
minimum load condition, respectively, via

PHL = Patm +
WHL

Aef
, and PLL = Patm +

WLL

Aef

For the train under consideration, the constants are V0 = 80 Litres, Aef = 15.6 cm2,
Z = 0.00558505 dm.

Consumption due to dynamic suspension

Irregularities of the track, such as turns and differences in cant height, may lead to
an excessive rolling movement of the train. Dynamic suspension allows to decrease
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such undesired movement by changing the pressure in the inner and outer air springs
with the introduction/release of compressed air. The amount of required air is related
to the rolling movement of the train, explained by the non-compensated acceleration
anc. It is defined as the lateral acceleration that passengers experience in turns:

anc =

[
V 2

R
− g

h
L

]
1(0,∞)(R), (5)

with V the train speed, R the turn radius, g the gravitational constant, h the cant
height, L = 1 m the track width and 1X(x) = 1 if x ∈ X , zero otherwise.

As shown in Figure 1, the air consumption ∆Vdynamic of dynamic suspensions
is directly related to the non-compensated acceleration anc. In particular, Figure 1
shows 8 predicted values (blue dots) of ∆Vdynamic corresponding to 8 positive values
of anc. Such predictions correspond to results of simulations performed by CAF.

To compute ∆Vdyn for any choice of anc ∈ R, we proceed as follows. First, we
include into the sample of predictions (blue dots in Figure 1) the value ∆Vdyn = 0
[Litres] corresponding to anc = 0 [m/s2]. This is because no air is required when
no lateral acceleration is experienced. Then, the given sample is fitted with an
odd-power function. I think it should be an odd power function indeed. See the
explanation below. I.e., ∆Vdynamic(anc) =−∆Vdynamic(−anc), ∀anc ∈ R. Indeed, for
an individual airspring, a positive anc corresponds to, say, an negative change in
volume, and vice versa. Eventually, one needs to add the positive contributions of
the springs of one side of the train (those of the other sides are negative) to obtain
the entire compressed air consumption. Since the behavior of springs from opposite
sides of the train is exactly anti-symmetric, it suffices to consider the absolute value
of half of the springs in the end. The achieved line of best fit is shown in Figure 1
(red dashed line).

Experimental knowledge: operational data

Here, we give an overview of the operational data provided to us by CAF, the
obstacles we encountered with them, as well as our strategies to overcome such
difficulties.

Apart from the physical laws that are described in Section , the study group was
provided a datasheet, which documents several sensoric data that were recorded for
one specific train during one day of servicing a certain route. The recorded data
include, among other things, a timestamp, train velocity, ∆P, pressures in the brake
cylinders, train weight, and discrete signals indicating, e.g., the compressor state,
whether the pneumatic horn is on, etc. Once every ∆t = 0.5 seconds these signals
were recorded, resulting in roughly 50,000 lines of data. During this time, the train
traversed the 21 km long track from one end to another 9 times, 5 times in one
direction and 4 times in the other direction.

In a separate file, the participants were provided the track kilometer (track-km)
of each station. Here, the term track-km of one position on the track is defined as
its distance to one fixed terminus. Note that the track-km is independent of the
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Figure 1: Relation between non-compensated acceleration anc and compressed air
consumption ∆Vdynamic (named ∆V in the figure). Blue dots show the predictions
provided by CAF, while the red dashed line corresponds to an odd-power fitting of
given data (regression analysis).

direction in which the train moves on the track. Furthermore, every change in track
geometry was provided in terms of track-km, radius R, and cant height difference h.

The measured train data is given as a function of time, while the track data is a
function of track-km. To unify the data, we chose track-km as the global variable,
as it is independent of several additional noise sources, such as delays, number of
people getting on and off the train, weather conditions, individual preferences of
the driver, etc. We will describe how this matching was achieved further below.

Observe that there is yet another way to assign consumption of compressed air
to a global variable. Indeed, note that the active observed consumption units (brakes,
dynamic- and static suspension) are activated (almost) exclusively. For instance,
in turns or in the presence of cant height differences we only care about dynamic
suspension, because the brake is ideally not applied. Conversely, on straight track
segments without cant height differences, there is no need to consider dynamic
suspension, but braking. Also, in stations only the static suspension is consuming
compressed air. However, this categorization requires additional assumptions on the
track or on the train trajectory which we did not dare to make and are sometimes
even violated by the present data (e.g.: Can a station be in a turn? Does the train
sometimes brake in turns?). Nevertheless, these distinctions might turn out to be
useful for gathering information on uncertainty.

For the estimation of ∆P it is in principle not essential, where the train is
currently located on the track, as long as the train data and the track data are
provided. To reasonably compare estimates and to cope with noise and manage its
different sources, it is however useful to know the behavior of the train on the entire
track as well as the direction in which it is going. We will address this issue further
in Section .
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Merging track geometry with sensoric data

Here we describe our attempts to merge the temporal train data with the spatial
track data. To this end, we first of all tried to assign the correct station to each
period during which the train was stopped and to identify the stations that were not
serviced on the day the data was collected. In the serviced stations, we assigned the
track-km directly.

To assign the track-km to the data entries between two stations, we used the
recorded velocity to compute the value for the next line recursively. Similarly, we
applied the same technique backwards in time, i.e., we started at the destination
station and computed the track-km of the previous time step. Having calculated the
values for the forward scheme and for the backward scheme, x f and xb resp., we
took their weighted mean x f (1− γt)+ xbγt , where γt ∈ [0,1] increases linearly in
time and equals 0 at the time the train leaves x f and 1 when the train arrives at xb.

In doing so, we managed to overcome two major difficulties. First of all, naively
applying the forward scheme only, we can obtain an idea about the error of the
approximation of the track-km by comparing, where we assume the train to be 0.5
seconds (i.e., one line in the data sheet) before a station and the true track-km of
the station. On average, the absolute value of the difference of these two values
amounts to 34 meters. Considering that more than 15% of the turns on the given
track are shorter than 34 meters, this approach would be highly unsatisfactory.

Secondly, if we combine the forward and the backward scheme, but take the
unweighted average, it still occurs that according to our estimation the train arrives
at the station earlier than it does in reality, causing an unnatural “jump backwards”
in some situations.

Observing ∆P: From a categorical to a continuous signal

The recordings of ∆P appear to have two major flaws, namely lack of precision and
sparsity, which are the main reasons why predictions relying on this data are very
hard to obtain and are very unreliable. The precision in the sensors was set to 0.1
bars, which is too coarse to pick up reasonable values. Consequently, the seemingly
continuous variable ∆P is in fact completely categorical, i.e., ∆P ∈ {−0.1,0,0.1}
for every data entry. In addition, this makes the signal even more sparse and, to
make matters worse, it becomes very sensitive to noise. To underpin this, let us look
at several statistics. We confine ourselves to the case when the compressor is not
running, since, otherwise, the number of lines with no change in pressure is higher
due to compressed air consumption and introduction into the main tank cancelling
each other out.

This leaves us with 31,891 data entries, of which only 1707, i.e., 5.4% are non-
zero. We also found that the average distance between two non-zero data entries is
9 seconds. Considering that, e.g., the train spends 15.5 seconds in a turn on average,
this signal is obviously too coarse. Moreover, in all the 270 cases (i.e., 16% of all
non-zero signals), where we had two consecutive non-zero signals, they were either
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0.1 followed by -0.1, or vice versa. This means, that the measured pressure was
close to the precision threshold and the recorded change in value was entirely due
to noise. Consequently, the average distance between two recordings is, in fact,
even higher. Note that, in general, ∆P > 0 makes no sense, when the compressor is
switched off, however, almost 1/3 of all non-zero signals are positive in this case.
To summarize, the signal is not only very sparse, but also a huge proportion of the
signal is due to noise. This has the unwanted additional effect that every non-zero
signal has a huge impact on our estimates, but it might be recorded long after the
consumption of compressed air has actually happened.

Nevertheless, we tried to make use of the data. We cannot completely eliminate
the above-mentioned unwanted effect, but we can tackle the problem of sparsity and
reduce noise, at least to some extent. To achieve this, an obvious strategy would
be to compress a fixed number of lines of data to one entry. However, for some
features of the data, such as the compressor on/off-signal, the track geometry, etc. it
is often not clear how this can be done. Additionally, considering that the signal
changes on average every 9 seconds, the number of rows of data that would need to
be merged to obtain a relatively smooth signal is undoubtedly too high to guarantee
that changes in track geometry can still be detected reasonably well.

We decided to use instead of ∆P its centered moving average. More precisely,
we used a weighted version. We illustrate the basic strategy based on the common
moving average first and consider the weighted case later. To compute the moving
average at one data point, one considers the empirical mean of all the data entries
within a fixed vicinity of this data point. For this problem, one could consider, e.g.,
30 entries prior to and 30 entries after the current data point. However, even with
rather large choices for the vicinity, ∆P still only attains a very limited range of
values. Note that a large choice would inevitably lead to oversmoothing effects.

The weighted extension of the moving average we consider assigns continuous
values to ∆P. In our case it is inspired by the technique of density estimation
by kernel density estimators [1] and can be traced back to Savitzky–Golay filters
[2].Let t0, t1, . . . , tn−1 denote the times (in seconds) at which a measurement is taken.
Furthermore, let τ > 0 and k : R → [0,1]. Instead of the average of values in a
neighborhood of t we now consider the values ∆̃P(t) given by

∆̃P(t) = w
n−1

∑
i=0

∆P(ti)k
(

t − ti
τ

)
,

where w = w(k) is a weighting constant such that the empirical mean of ∆P over
the ti’s is preserved, i.e.

w =
∑

n−1
i=0 ∆P(ti)

∑
n−1
i, j=0 ∆P(ti)k

(
t j−ti

τ

) .
I removed the h−1 in front of the sum in the definition of ∆̃P, because, in the end, I
cannot think of any scenario where w does not immediately remove it again... While
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one could argue about which normalizing constant w should be used, let us point
out that its specific choice is not relevant in what follows as the final result, i.e. the
prediction of ∆P, can simply be multiplied by the constant of choice. In principle,
also the kernel may be chosen differently for each i, but we omit this technicality,
as the time increments ti+1 − ti are constantly 0.5 seconds in our case.

The standard moving average is a special case of the above representation, with
k(t) = 1(−1/2,1/2)(t). Heuristically speaking, to obtain ∆̃P(t) one draws a rescaled
(by τ and ∆P(ti)) copy of k over each ti and adds the contribution of each of these
copies at t. This contribution largely depends on the shape of the kernel k and the
bandwidth τ (in seconds). For instance, if the kernel is light tailed, distant values
have a lower impact than closer ones. Furthermore, if τ is large, the re-scaled copy
of k will appear wider and smooth, while it might be narrow and pointy for small
τ . We stress that the selection of a good bandwidth τ is a challenging subject in its
own right in which one tries to find a balance between fitting and smoothing.

In our case, we chose the kernel to be the tent transform

k(t) = (1−2|t|)1(−1/2,1/2)(t).

The left panel of Figure 2 depicts the discrete signal ∆P measured between two
stations, while the right panel shows the smoothed signal ∆̃P for different values
of τ (blue: τ = 15, red: τ = 50, green: τ = 85). The vertical gray lines depict
the beginning of a turn (dashed) as well as its ending (solid). We clearly observe
that the weighted moving average yields a continuous signal. Furthermore, the
larger τ , the less impact does one recorded signal of ∆P have on ∆̃P, and its graph
becomes smoother and oscillates less. This plot is particularly interesting, since
the compressor was switched off during this entire part of the track. Hence, every
positive signal is due to noise. Especially, if a positive signal is directly preceded or
followed by a negative one, it is likely that the actual pressure is merely close to a
precision threshold of the sensor and not effectively changing much. In total, this
happened five times in the depicted track segment. Ideally, these incidents should
not be visible in ∆̃P. If τ is too small (blue curve), we still observe positive pressure
changes, which disappear when τ is large enough (red curve). However, a large τ is
not automatically a good choice, as it might not represent the reality. Indeed, for the
green curve it is clearly visible that pressure drops caused by braking and dynamic
suspension are not captured well.

Given the short period of time that the event took place, we were not able to
thoroughly study which τ would be the best fit for this problem. We fixed τ = 50 in
our experiments based on a brief graphical justification, but in principle it would be
advisable to do a more comprehensive analysis and maybe even resort to an adaptive
choice.

Correlation analysis: visualising data before modelling

Before to apply the physical laws suggested in Section , we visualise here the
provided data. Such pictorial description aims at providing a better insight to the
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Figure 2: The measured ∆P (left) and the smoothed ∆̃P obtained by a weighted
moving average (right) using the tent transform and τ = 15 (blue), τ = 50 (red), and
τ = 85 between two stations. The vertical gray lines indicate the beginning (dashed)
and end (solid) of a turn.

problem and at outlining possible correlations among variables.
The variable to predict is the variation ∆P of main pipe pressure. In Figure 3, we

show a single trajectory of recorded data for main pipe pressure P and its variation
∆P (black solid lines). As mentioned above, we apply the tent transform discussed
in Section ?? to smooth the recorded data. The smoothed data are shown in Figure 3
(red solid lines) and will be used for the rest of the discussed here analysis.
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Figure 3: Recorded data for one chosen trajectory of the main pipe pressure P and
its variation ∆P (black solid lines), displayed versus the track position (track-km).
The figures also report the corresponding smoothed data (red solid lines), obtained
by applying the tent transform as discussed in Section ?? for τ = 30.

As shown in Figure 4, the behaviour of the pressure P is strictly related to the
compressor state. When the compressor is OFF, we notice that the pressure always
decreases, i.e. ∆P < 0. As soon the compressor is switched ON, the pressure P
starts increasing, i.e. ∆P > 0, until it reaches a first threshold at P ≈ 9.5 bar. Then,
a leak is activated, keeping the pressure within certain bounds to guarantee that the
compressor is running for a minimum amount of time. After that, the pressure P
restarts increasing (the compressor is still ON), until it achieves the second threshold
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at P ≈ 10 bar. Finally, the compressor is set to cooldown (CD) and eventually to
OFF and during both of which which the pressure P decreases. Corrected the
description a little bit.
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Figure 4: Behaviour of pressure P and its variation ∆P (red solid lines) compared to
the compressor state (blue solid lines): OFF, ON, cooldown (CD).

As discussed in Section , the estimation of ∆P may be given in terms of the
consumed volume ∆V of compressed air. Section spots the main factors for air
consumption: braking systems, static and dynamic suspensions. Deterministic laws
are provided to calculate the consumed volume ∆V corresponding to each system.
Before to preform such computations, we display here the involved variables, aiming
for a better insight of the problem.

As shown in (1) and (2), the air consumption due to brakes depends on the
cylinder pressure Pcyl (named as Pt in (1) and (2)). Then, Figure 1 shows that
the air consumption ∆Vdyn of dynamic suspensions can be determined from the
non-compensated acceleration anc. Figure 5 shows numerical values of Pcyl (left)
and anc (right) corresponding to the trajectory of P and ∆P depicted in Figures 3
and 4. We remark that the variables Pcyl and anc can be seen as an indicator for the
activation of braking systems and dynamic suspensions respectively. Indeed, such
systems are activated if and only if the corresponding variable is different from zero.

Section indicates that the air consumption caused by static suspension depends
on the variation of load. As intuition suggests, the latter is related to the variation of
train weight Wtrain, due to the passengers getting on and off. Figure 6 shows numeri-
cal values of train weight Wtrain (left) and its variation ∆Wtrain (right), corresponding
to the trajectory of P and ∆P depicted in Figures 3 and 4. As demonstrated in
Figure 6, the load changes, i.e. ∆Wtrain ̸= 0, only occur in stations (blue crosses). In-
deed, the passengers are only allowed to board and disembark, if the train is located
in a station. As a consequence, static suspension is only active in stations. Actually,
it’s the mass, not the weight. At one point in the formula for static suspension we
really need to use the weight. But is it really worth to make the distinction here. . . ?

The shown data allow us to verify if the different systems (brakes, dynamic and
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Figure 5: Pressure Pcyl of the cylinder (left) and non-compensated acceleration anc
(right), displayed versus the track position (track-km). The figures show numerical
values corresponding to the trajectory of P and ∆P depicted in Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 6: Train weight Wtrain (left) and its variation ∆Wtrain (right), displayed versus
the track position (track-km). The figures show that the weight Wtrain varies only,
i.e. ∆Wtrain ̸= 0, in correspondence of stations (blue crosses), because of passengers
getting off and on the train. The figures show data recorded for the trajectory of P
and ∆P depicted in Figures 3 and 4.
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static suspensions) are activated (almost) exclusively as well. As stated above, the
activation of braking systems is indicated by Pcyl > 0, the dynamic suspension is
active if anc ̸= 0, while the static suspension is active in the presence of stations.
Figure 7 (left) shows that Pcyl > 0 and anc ̸= 0 between track-km 1 and 2, before
track-km 3 and around track-km 4. Then, Figure 7 (right) indicates a station located
where anc ̸= 0 (track-km ≈ 17.5). In conclusion, brakes and dynamic suspension
may be active simultaneously, as well as dynamic and static suspensions may be
active at the same time.
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Figure 7: Normalized (divided by maximum values) cylinder pressure Pcyl and
non-compensated acceleration anc (left). The stations location (blue crosses) is
matched to the values of anc (right). Brakes and dynamic suspension are active
simultaneously when Pcyl > 0 and anc ̸= 0. The station located where anc ̸= 0 (track-
km ≈ 17.5) requires simultaneous activation of dynamic and static suspension.

Aiming at analysing possible correlations, Figure 8 provides scatterplots for the
variation ∆P of main pipe pressure, the cylinder pressure Pcyl, the non-compensated
acceleration anc and the train weight Wtrain. The figure on the left displays the
data recorded along the complete trajectory, while on the right we show only the
data corresponding to the compressor state OFF. The latter selection of data may
be of interest, since the behaviour of the pressure P is easier to predict, when the
compressor is OFF. At a first glance, it is not possible to spot any particular pattern.
Thus, no evident correlation can be outlined. We hope the physical laws proposed
in Section may be of help in extracting cleaner relations among involved variables.
Indeed, this the aim of next section.

Challenge solution

During the days of the event we managed to contribute towards the solution of the
proposed challenge and gathered further ideas on how to treat related problems. In
this Section, we provide an overview of proposed solutions and discussed ideas.
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Figure 8: Scatterplots of normalized (divided by maximum values) variation ∆P of
main pipe pressure, cylinder pressure Pcyl, non-compensated acceleration anc and
train weight Wtrain. The figure on the left shows data registered along a complete
trajectory, while the plot on the right displays data corresponding to the compressor
state OFF.

Objective 1: estimating ∆P

Let us briefly recapitulate the first objective of the challenge. The aim was to
estimate the change in pressure ∆P given the compressed air consumption of the
pneumatic brakes (∆Vbrakes), the dynamic suspension (∆Vdynamic), and the static sus-
pension (∆Vstatic). Unfortunately, obtaining a satisfactory estimate was not possible
within this challenge due to the poor quality of the data at hand. Nevertheless, we
describe our approaches and ideas so that they can be followed further once better
data has been obtained.

The consumption of the brakes and the static suspension is well described by
physical laws, while for the dynamic suspension we only know the main driving
factor (the non-compensated acceleration anc) and we were provided a rough initial
idea about the relation between anc and ∆Vdynamic. For the estimation of ∆P we tried
both approaches, i.e., via anc and via the ∆Vdynamic obtained through regression (cf.
Section ), but the results were very similar. Hence, in what follows, we choose to
work with ∆Vdynamic.

Computing ∆V In order to reduce the impact of falsified data we introduced
tolerances for several input variables. For instance, the pressure in the brake
cylinders was only considered if increased by at least 0.1 bars. In doing so, the
fluctuations within stations were reduced while keeping the signal unaltered in
transit for the most part. Similarly, we put a tolerance of 1 kg on the change in train
weight to discard static suspension outside of stations. Furthermore, for simplicity
we assumed for the static suspension that each wagon is equally affected by a change
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in total train weight.
For illustrative purposes, we give in Figure 9 plots of the consumption of

compressed air along one run of the train through the entire track in total (top left)
as well as for the individual functional units: the brakes (top right), the dynamic
suspension (bottom left), and the static suspension (bottom right). The blue line
depicts the corresponding consumption of compressed air ∆V and the red line shows
the cumulative consumption normalized by some multiplicative constant to fit the
plot range. The vertical dotted gray lines indicate the position of stations on the
track.
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Figure 9: Compressed air consumption (blue) and normalized cumulative consump-
tion (red) in total (top left), of the brakes (top right), of the dynamic suspension
(bottom left), and the static suspension (bottom right) of the train during one run
through the track. The dotted gray lines indicate the stations.

Predicting ∆P For the actual estimation of ∆P we need to take into account the
working cycles of the compressor. More precisely, we have no information on the
rate at which the compressor increases the pressure in the main pipe when it is
running and, therefore, we can initially only use the data when it is switched off.
Once a satisfactory estimate is found in this case, it is possible to treat the case when
the compressor is switched on.

In order to obtain an even cleaner signal we also discarded the data in which
additional noise sources, such as the pneumatic horn, the fang lubrication, and the
sanddusters, were activated. This naturally worsened the sparsity problem we have
already mentioned before, however, using the less sparse but noisy data instead did
not show a different picture and we believe that discarding it is the path that should
be followed.

There are many ways how to tackle the estimation problem once all the ∆V ’s
are obtained. Here, we briefly describe two methods we recommend and would
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have examined better, if the data had allowed it. As a first approach, it seems
reasonable to assume that the pipe pressure depends on the amount of compressed
air consumed, but not on which functional unit causes the consumption, i.e.,

∆P = ∆P(∆Vbrakes +∆Vdynamic +∆Vstatic) = ∆P(∆Vtot).

Note that this problem is only one-dimensional and the relation between ∆P and
∆Vtot can in fact be plotted. This, in turn, can give a very good initial idea about
how to choose a shape for ∆P for a simple regression. In case we keep anc as an
input variable instead of ∆Vdynamic, the data points can still be plotted and, again,
regression might be feasible. Secondly, if this assumption proves to be wrong or
if finding a suitable function prototype for regression turns out to be very difficult,
we can still resort to training a neural net, for instance. This is, of course, more
difficult, but one can incorporate in its design that some consumption units operate
almost exclusively. Due to the poor quality of the data, following the deep learning
approach was unfortunately out of reach for this challenge and the plots for the
regression attempts that we give below underpin this.

As expected, the plot of the data corresponding to ∆P(∆Vtot) did not turn out
to be very enlightening. Hence, we make the reasonable assumption that ∆P is
decreasing in ∆Vtot when the compressor is switched off and fit the simplest case of
a decreasing function, i.e., a linear one. Clearly, the fit might not be perfect, but at
least a clear trend should be visible if there is consistency in the data. We depict the
result of this estimation as the blue line in the top right plot in Figure 10. The data
are plotted in red. Conversely, we can also fit a linear function ∆Vtot(∆P), which
corresponds to the green graph in the figure. Note that, if the data showed a clear
trend, this would be to some extend reflected by our estimates. As it can clearly be
seen from our plot, however, the two lines are almost perpendicular, indicating that
the estimates are pretty much independent and that there is no such clear trend.

In order to rule out that this misbehavior is caused by the assumption that
∆P depends only on ∆Vtot or by merely one badly fit component, we repeated the
same scheme and included the results in Figure 10 for ∆Vbrakes (top right), ∆Vdynamic
(bottom left), and ∆Vstatic (bottom right). In each case we made sure to only consider
data where the other consumption units were inactive. Our findings were almost
identical to the ones above. I.e., the regression lines for ∆P(∆V ) and ∆V (∆P)
appeared to be almost perpendicular.

Objective 2: putting a handle on uncertainty

Unfortunately, we did not find the time during the challenge to seriously address
this issue. Nevertheless, we managed to discuss it and gather some ideas that might
be useful for tackling this problem.

First of all, we think that it is necessary to distinguish between train runs in
different directions as several parameters(e.g., entrance velocity in turns, braking
pressures, etc.) will definitely vary. For this, the data at hand (9 runs in total) will
certainly not be sufficient, but we suppose it is possible to obtain more.
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Figure 10: Linear estimates of ∆P(∆V ) (blue) and ∆V (∆P) for ∆V = ∆Vtot (top left),
∆V = ∆Vbrakes (top right), ∆V = ∆Vdynamic (bottom left), and ∆V = ∆Vstatic (bottom
right) using the sample points in red.

Secondly, the (almost) exclusivity of the situations in which the different main
consumption units (braking and suspension) are active might come in particularly
handy at this point. Having a better understanding of their consumption and making
use of the signals when, e.g., the pneumatic horn is applied can help to fully
determine its share of compressed air consumption.

Finally, more data would help to estimate or model distributions for the number
of passengers as well as for the location and the frequency of the usage of the horn,
the sanddusters, and fang lubrication. Paired with the information from the above
paragraph, one might be able to obtain good handle on uncertainty.

An overview of suitable methodologies for uncertainty quantification can be
found in [3, 4]. If a regression technique is applied to estimate ∆P, as in Section ,
then, confidence intervals can be computed to quantify the underlying uncertainty.

However, more sophisticated approaches can be implemented to deal with
uncertainty. Indeed, the prediction of ∆P, along with its uncertainty quantification,
may be embedded in the frame of time series analysis and filtering theory. Within
such a framework, it should be possible to explore the applicability of the Kalman
filter [5, 6]. Such a method is a broadly used technique for producing estimates of
unknown variables, within their variability, by means of a series of measurements
observed over time, containing statistical noise and other inaccuracies.

Conclusions

We tried to estimate the changes in air pressure in the main reservoir of a train vehicle
travelling through a given track, which are caused by compressed air consumption
of several functional units or by leakage. For some consumption units (brakes, static
suspension) physical laws explicitly relate the sensoric data recorded in operation
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to the amount of air consumed, while for some we only know driving variables
or a vague relation to the consumption (dynamic suspension), and for others we
hardly have any information at all (horn, sand dusters, wheel fang lubrication, toilet
flush,. . . ).

The main difficulty that was encountered was to transform the noisy, sparse,
low-precision, and inconsistent data into a useful format by using weighted averages
and generalized moving averages. Furthermore, we discussed how the actual
estimation problem can be, in fact, reduced to a problem with only two or three input
variables, which would allow to use common tools such as regression very efficiently.
Additionally, the (almost) exclusive events at which different consumption units are
activated might help to increase the precision and efficiency of these estimations
even further. Despite our best efforts to cleanse the data, however, it was not possible
to extract enough useful information to succeed in this step.

Moreover, we provided several ideas on how to approach the problem of uncer-
tainty quantification for this problem. Their implementation has to be postponed at
this point, once again, due to the absence of reliable data.
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ABSTRACT:

This document presents a proposed solution to the problem given by the EU-
SKALTEL company during the European Study Group with Industry (ESGI150)
event. Having already a database and a model proposed by the company, a brief
analysis of the data, description, and visualization are developed, and different
algorithms based on machine learning are implemented in order to improve the
already proposed model.

Keywords: Churn, Machine Learning (ML), Data pre-processing, Random Forest.

Introduction

Currently, there is widespread use of machine learning techniques applied in dif-
ferent sectors, such as Energy [1], Health, Industry 4.0, Sports, vehicle insurance
companies, telephone companies, the automotive industry, among others.

There is also a large number of machine learning algorithms and techniques [2, 3]
that are applied depending on the problem of study and work sector, among the tech-
niques and algorithms we can mention multivariable regression, logistic regression,
regression and classification trees [4], random forest [5], support vector machines,
neural networks, bayesian networks, and the use of deep learning is currently being
a great success.

This document presents a problem of a telephone company. The problem is ad-
dressed from the point of view of machine learning, implementing different data
processing strategies and the use of machine learning algorithms.

Section Challenge description presents a brief description of the problem and
the objectives to be achieved. Moreover, section Problems solution presents the
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methodology addressed for the resolution of this problem and the results obtained
and, finally the section Conclusions some conclusions and possible future works are
described.

Challenge Description

One of the main challenges in a telecommunications company is to reduce the rate
of customers who leave the company, so the main objective of this project is to
improve the prediction of current abandonment rate at Euskaltel group.

Thus, we propose three complementary work areas that pursue the goal of reducing
the number of customers who leave the company, which may be covered by different
profiles.

1. Improvement of the current propensity model of Euskaltel. Nowadays, based
on internal customer data, every month we study who will be the most likely
customers to leave the company to call them the following month. Each of
these telephone calls implies an important cost for Euskaltel group and that is
the reason why we have to be very efficient. We would provide such model
and the data to:

• Rethink the model. Is the model used the most appropriate one? Could
we improve it? Should we use another one? Which one? Why and how?
We must bear in mind that in addition to predicting, we want to be able
to explain which are the variables that most affect the churn rate.

• Find solutions that raise an optimal cut-off point. The number of calls
that we can assume monthly ranges between 1,000 and 2,000. How can
we determine the optimal cut-off point considering this requirement? If
we could expand this limitation, how could we do it?.

2. Imaginative search for external variables to help us improve the model. The
current model is generated from internal variables, the question is what
external information could we get to improve such model. How could we
extract it? From where? How much improvement would we get with this
information?.

3. Creative visualization of results. What we are looking for is the most creative
and simple way to understand the results of the model and the correlations
between the main variables.

Problems solution

This section describes the results, the problem is addressed following the 3 main
objectives.
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Solution for objective 1

As a solution to this objective, we will first give a brief description of the database
and the model provided by the company and, then we will describe the proposed
solution and methodology that we have followed.

The database provided A database has been provided that contains customer
information for a full year, this period is from October 2018 to September 2019. It
is of particular interest to study the customer sector called Particulares, and the
study variable refers to to the variable where you have the information of whether
the customer has left the company or not. The study variable is called Baja_FO.
The original database contains 1300688 rows and 110 variables, within the variables
is the study variable. Also, within the variables, we can find a variable called
SubSegmentoCanal that divides customers into 2 sectors, of which one of them is
called Particulares. When filtering this database obtaining only the information
of the Particulares clients, it contains 1135454 rows and 110 columns.

The model and results provided The model and the results we have received
from the company, suggests the following:

The model received is a logistic regression, which in theory should work relatively
well, and achieve relatively good success rates, although of course, improvable by
other machine learning techniques and algorithms. According to the results we
have received from the company, the model reaches approximately an average of
2understood or there is a misinterpretation on our part, which would be most likely
because we are not experts in the knowledge of customers of telephone companies.
However, we believe that the model, although it could be very bad, should reach at
least 60for what is being done wrong or what we are misinterpreting.

The methodological proposal of the solution We are going to follow the general
machine learning diagram, in order to obtain a model that can predict with a
promising success rate. Generally the steps are as follows (see also Figure 1):

1. Data acquisition.

2. Data pre-processing.

3. Feature selection.

4. ML algorithm.

5. Obtaining the model.

6. Evaluation of the results.
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Table 1: Variables to be deleted

SubSegmentoCanal VELOCIDAD_BA_2Dif

PROMO_FO_SN Numero_Activo_Perma_AD

BA_FTTH Activo_Perma_AD_SN

DTO_POSTPAGO_SN Numero_Activo_Perma_MP

VELOCIDAD_BA_2meses Activo_Perma_MP_SN

VELOCIDAD_BA_2Dif_num Numero_Activo_Perma_BA

BONO_FM_SN Localidad

WIFI_VACACIONES

Provincia

PaP_Perma Baja_FO

Activo_Perma_BA_SN TP_VOZ_SN

ARPU1 Peso_modelo

Bloques_SN CausaBaja_FO

As we already have the data, we will work on points 2 to point 6.

An overview of all the variables (one by one) has been carried out and it has been
observed that there are many variables that can be considered as duplicates and
other variables that had no variation in all their content. In addition, it has been tried
to interpret and relate the variables in a logical way, both from the point of view of
the client and from the point of view of the company.

Once this has been done, these variables have been eliminated. The variables that
have been considered to be eliminated are shown in the Table 1.
The next step is to select the variables that can most influence the model at the
time of making the predictions. Due to the circumstances of having little time, we
proceeded to work and try to obtain a model with all the other variables (once we
have eliminated those mentioned in Table 1). Anyway, when the model is obtained,
from the same model we can obtain the variables that have influenced the most when
making decisions, and that is when we can "play" with the rest of the variables, that
is, perform so many tests as we want, go randomly selecting variables, calculate a
model and verify the accuracy of the model, and finally make the decision of which
variables to include to obtain the model and what type of algorithm we will end
up using. In this step, the knowledge of the expert in the system is very important,
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Figure 1: General diagram flow of Machine Learning

since it could provide enough knowledge to estimate which variables have more
weight in the model, or, what are the possible variables. With this, we would focus
on working with these variables.

The study problem is a classification problem, and it should be addressed with
algorithms and techniques that focus on this type of problem, in addition to using
the appropriate metrics to measure the goodness of the model. The following
algorithms were then considered:

• Logistic Regression.

• Classification trees.

• Random Forest.

• Neural Networks.

Considering the 4 previous algorithms, the advantages and disadvantages they have
were considered. About the Logistic Regression algorithm, as mentioned above,
the problem that is addressed is a classification problem (not regression), so we
would have to make various adjustments so that our Logistic Regression-based
model could work in a good way. The Classifications Trees are easily interpretable
and we can even obtain from them the rules associated with the model, as well as
a general outline of the tree, however, {Random Forest would work better than a
simple Tree, that is, because in the Random Forest the decision is made by a forest
of trees, where each tree obtains a decision on the problem, and the final decision
comes considering all the decisions made by the different trees (the amount depends
on the parameter that we choose), in addition, Random Forest has the advantage
that it can work perfectly with unbalanced dataset. As mentioned, we can perform
some tests with the random forest algorithm, and this one will give us information
about the variables that most influence the study variable. Furthermore, neural
networks are having great success in the world of machine learning and artificial
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intelligence, however, they are hardly interpretable. Therefore, it was decided to
work with algorithms based on Random Forest and perform tests with it.

Once it is decided which algorithm will be used, the metrics that will be used to
evaluate the goodness of the model must be defined. As is shown in [6], we will use
2 different metrics:

1. The Confusion Matrix.

2. The F1 Score value.

The confusion matrix (see Figure 2) is used to describe the performance of a
classification model on a set of test data for which true values are known.

Figure 2: Confusion Matrix

Where TP is the True Positive, FP is the False Positive, FN is the False Negative
and TN is the True Negative.

The F1 score is given by:

F1 Score = 2
(Precision)(Recall)
Precision+Recall

(1)

where

Precision =
T P

T P+FP
(2)

Recall =
T P

T P+FN
(3)
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Results

As results obtained, an R script is attached, detailing the steps we have followed
and which have been described in the previous section.

This section will present the results obtained (confusion matrix, F 1 Score) and
the importance of the variables according to the model. On the importance of the
variables, the model orders them from highest to lowest according to the “Mean De-
crese Gini” value, which is basically a value that is not normalized and that is a kind
of measure of the variability of the results that depends on what a variety variable.
Regarding this, it is, let’s say, of little interest to observe the values that it throws,
however, it is of great interest to simply identify the order of the variables, and
with this to realize the weight of each variable with respect to the variable of interest.

The data set has been divided into the training set and validation set. The training
set includes the months from October 2018 to August 2019, while the month of
September 2019 has been left for the validation set. The results shown below are
the results obtained on the validation set.

The customers’ instances who remain in the company have been coded with 0, while
customers who leave have been coded with 1. The Table 2 shows the customers of
September 2019.

Table 2: Number of instances which stay or leave in September.

label frequency

0 86568

1 1382

Total 87950

The confusion matrix when conducting an experiment is shown in the Table 3.

Table 3: Results given by Matrix Confusion.

reference

prediction 0 1

0 86473 50

1 96 1332
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Figure 3: Importance of the variables.

It can be seen that the model has a great success rate, in the case that we are inter-
ested in (customers who leave the company “label = 1”), the model has predicted
the amount of 1332 instances that leave, and that they have really left 1382. Further-
more, the F 1 Score is 0.99. This indicates that the model has a very high accuracy
of success.

From our point of view, we did not expect a pretty good model, so we suspect that 2
things can happen:

1. The model is overestimating.

2. Variables that are directly related to the study variable have been included,
that is, there are variables that provide a lot of information and this implies
that the model makes very good predictions.

Figure 3 shows the importance of the variables given by the model, it can be seen
that the variables CausaBaja_BA and Baja_BA are the ones that most influence the
model, and that their importance value is much larger compared to the rest of the
variables, This indicates that these variables provide a lot of information and that
they are highly correlated with the study variable. That is, if we have the information
on these variables, we can practically know if the client will leave the company or
remain in it.
The results obtained by eliminating the variables CausaBaja_BA and Baja_BA and
using the same algorithm are presented as follow. Table 4 shows the Matrix Confu-
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sion obtained, and the F1 Score is 0.99.

Table 4: Results given by Matrix Confusion once the variables CausaBaja_BA and
Baja_BA have been deleted.

reference

prediction 0 1

0 86404 1370

1 164 12

The new level of importance of the variables is shown in the Figure 4.

Figure 4: Importance of the variables with the second experiment.

It can be seen that the model still has a good percentage of success, however, this is
due to the fact that there is a large number of zeros (customers who stay) compared
to ones (clients who leave), and it is in our interest study or predict the behavior of
customers who leave, then, seeing these results, we can say that the model is very
bad (predicts very badly) in customers who leave. Just hit 12 instances out of a total
of 1382.

The comparison of these two experiments is very important, it can be verified
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that certain variables add a lot of information to the model and the results can
change dramatically from one experiment to another. With the above, it can also be
verified that the model in experiment 1 was not overestimated, but that it contained
two variables (CausaBaja_BA and Baja_BA) that provided a lot of information and
were highly correlated with the variable of interest. Table 5 shows the summary of
the results obtained for the month of September.

Table 5: Churn considering the 2 experiments in September.

Label Total Experiment 1 Churn 1 Experiment 2 Churn 2

(correctly (correctly

successful) successful)

0 86568 86473 0.99 86404 0.99

1 1382 1332 0.96 12 0.008

The conclusions that we obtain with these results, is that in order to obtain a good
model, it is necessary to have a database that is well filtered and to make a deeper
study on the different variables that this base contains. It is necessary to visualize
each variable and obtain its distribution with respect to the study variable, with the
possibility of outliers. Or, that the information of the variables that least influence the
model, instead of helping to obtain a good prediction, are damaging the performance
of the model. Another possible solution that occurs to us is that prior to obtaining
the model, Clustering could be done, in order to improve the selection of variables
that would influence the model.

Solution for objetive 2

We can clearly obtain dummies variables from the dataset itself, but, these vari-
ables will remain internal variables. Although, when creating dummies variables,
the dataset will grow in dimensions, it may help to improve the results obtained.
However, it is necessary to look for external variables that can help and provide
information about customers that allow them to improve their information, and with
this, have a database with more information and at the same time, that this infor-
mation serves to improve results obtained from the different prediction algorithms
based on machine learning.

It has been thought of 3 different options:

• If possible, you can try to obtain customer information from the Call Center
database, for example, the number of calls customers make to solve a problem,
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the number of calls customers make to make a complaint or any information
related to this.

• Another option could be to look for the different offers of the other companies
and with this create weight variables according to the offers they have.

• On the other hand, due to the database you have, there are variables that
indicate the address of the customers. Some idea that comes to mind is that
there is an open data platform [7] of the Basque government, where you can
find, for example, databases of per capita income from the different areas of
Euskadi. With this you can try to get an idea of the richer or poorer areas and
make the assumption that the richest areas may be difficult for customers to
leave the company, while the poorer areas, customers will seek best offers
from other companies. Or, maybe look for some other variable of interest on
the same platform.

It should be mentioned, with this information it would be necessary to create new
variables and adjust them to the database we already have.

Solution for objetive 3

The solution we propose for this objective focuses on typical descriptive statistics
graphs, such as histograms, bar graphs, boxplots, and even pairplot type graphs.

Boxplots are very important, as they are useful for outliers. The outliers are those
values that are outside the interval:

[Q1 −1.5∗ IQR,Q3 +1.5∗ IQR] (4)

Figure 5 shows the description of the interval parameters.

Figure 5: Description of boxplots.
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Figure 6: GIGAS Contratados.

Figure 7: GIGAS Gastados.

On the other hand, in [8] you can find examples (for R) of the type of pairplot graphs
for “Iris Dataset”, where we study in a single graph how the different variables are
related, and we can even see the correlation that exists between them. It could be
very useful, once we have defined which are the variables that most influence the
model, to perform a pairplot (for example of the 4 variables that most influence)
with respect to the study variable.

Other examples of pairplots (for Python using the Seaborn library) can be found
in [9]. Although these examples are for Python, they can give us an idea of how to
study the variables.

The Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the GIGAS contracted, GIGAS consumed, Minutes
Consumed and the Velocity of broadband, respectively. It can be observed that in
the figures 6, 7 and 8 exist too many outliers.
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Figure 8: Minutos Gastados.

Figure 9: VELOCIDAD BA.
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It gives us a lot of impressions, for example in Figure 8, it contains many outliers
and even, in the database, it can contain instances with values of more than 6000
minutes consumed in a month, and many others more than 2000 minutes consumed,
when the boxplot marks a maximum value below 1000 minutes consumed.

This is largely why we believe that the models are not able to obtain good results,
and it is one of the conclusions we have obtained in the results section of objective
1, that is, we consider that a thorough analysis of the database should be done, first
verifying that the content of the database is correct and then, making an analysis of
the structure of the database.

Conclusions

The work done during the week of the event has been exhaustive, on the one hand,
looking for bibliographic references in order to be able to define what model and
algorithm was going to be used and on the other hand, studying in-depth (as far as
our knowledge reached us) the database.

Along the way we encountered several problems, first because the total data set is
unbalanced, this is, with a large number of zeros compared to ones (clients leaving).
So, many algorithms tend to move towards the majority class, completely forgetting
the minority class (in this case the 1’s). Before carrying out the experiments that
have been presented in this work, the following two options were thought and
worked:

1. Selecting a small number of instances of clients that are 0 of each month, so
that the total sum of instances with 0 was approximately equal to the sum of
instances of 1. This is, have a dataset with 50% of 0 and 50% of 1.

2. Increase the amount of 0 taken each month in order to have more information
but that the dataset will not be so unbalanced, that is, approximately 70%
with 0 and 30% with 1.

Both strategies have been unsuccessful because the information of each client is
repeated every month and only varies in very few characteristics through- out every
month, except when the client leaves the company, it is there when some variables
change state. That is, assuming that a client never makes any movement of their
status, and one day (from September 2019) decides to leave, then we have 11 in-
stances in the period October 2018 until September 2019 that are repeated, that
is, 11 rows that they contain the same information, and the last row changes the
information in the variables that refer to the abandonment of the company. That is,
we have a database where many rows are repeated, and that is why, we should study
all rows of the dataset so as not to lose information and that the model could get
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good results.

Considering the results and the two failed strategies, we believe that it is not
necessary to have rows of the client every month and with this, that the information
of a client is repeated every month, except until he leaves the company or changes
any of the characteristics. We believe that you should have an instance (that is, only
one row for each customer) and instead of having an instance every month, create
auxiliary variables that tell us if the customer has changed any specific feature or
has been unsubscribed.
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ABSTRACT:

The quick deployment of electric vehicles (EV) in the roads will largely depend
on the possibility of recharging the EV economically and conveniently. This, in turn,
depends on the amount of charging stations in the roads and the waiting time of
charging, both because there is a large number of vehicles and because the charging
time per car is large. This means that placing enough charging stations with enough
capacity and small charging time is critical. At the same time, these resources are
scarce and expensive. Therefore, the optimal placement of the stations (in which
the demand is satisfied and the cost is minimized) is vital for the quick deployment
of charging stations.

We have cast the problem of the optimal placement of stations as a multi-
objective optimization problem. The two objectives considered are (1) minimize the
total waiting time of EV in the stations and (2) minimize the cost of the charging
stations. We have used real data for the stations provided by Iberdrola and public
sources. We have developed a genetic algorithm that looks for the best placement
of stations and the experiments show our approach is efficient.

Introduction and problem description

The problem consists of determining what is the optimal placement of the EV’s
public charging network in the Spanish territory with the data of charging stations
facilitated by Iberdrola and road data (location and number of vehicles) from public
sources.

There is a rapidly increasing number of research papers dealing with this and
related problems. For example, [1], [7] and [2] pose different alternatives to locate
charging stations. A flexible formulation is given in [6]. In [5] the authors propose
a network representation and heuristic solutions are given in [3].
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The road system of interest is the main set of Spanish roads, formed by 10 roads,
8 central ones from Madrid and 2 peripherals going around the peninsula 1. Each
road is described by a sequence of consecutive points, that from now onwards we
will denote as nodes. For each node, the GPS coordinates and the median daily
intensity (the mean number of vehicles that pass through that point daily) can be
obtained from public repositories.

Iberdrola considers three types of charging stations. Due to confidentiality, the
prices and charging types can not be described in this report. However, we can
state that type 1 stations are the cheapest ones and also those that require a larger
charging time, type 3 are the fastest and the most expensive ones and type 2 is in
the middle for both criteria.

Description of the optimization problem: the objective functions

To determine the optimal design of the EV’s public charging network, we simulta-
neously focus on two goals:

1. Minimize the building cost of the network.

2. Minimize the maximum waiting time throughout the network.

More precisely, we are dealing with a multi-objective optimization problem with
two objective functions g1 and g2 , which model the total building cost of all stations
and the maximum waiting time over all stations respectively. Also, we constrain
ourselves to solutions in which there is at least one charging station every 100
kilometers (the type of the station does not matter in this constraint).

Notation and assumptions

Since we are optimizing the design for interurban mobility and not for each city
particularly, we can partition the problem into 10 different smaller problems, one
per road. This assumption of optimizing per road and not the whole graph was
done as a first simplification of the problem and since it is assumed that each vertex
or city would have its own charging stations and we are not taking into account
any smaller secondary road which would result in intersections. Moreover, we
assume that the distance between every pair of consecutive nodes is 15 km. Further
assumptions about the energy demand of EV were taking under the advice of the
experts in Iberdrola. Also, we assumed that all electric cars have a range of 300 km.

The approach proposed by the team considers a type of optimization algorithm
denoted as genetic algorithms. These algorithms consider a collection of candidate
solutions that are improved iteratively. A candidate solution s is represented as a
vector of length Nr , where Nr is the number of nodes describing each road r. Each
position i of the candidate solution is an integer in [0,3] where si = 0 means that

1The roads are ’AP-1’, ’A-2’,’A-3’,’A-4’, ’A-6’, ’A-66’, ’A-67’, ’AP-6’, ’A-7’,’AP-7’, ’A-8’.
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there is not station at node i, and si = r for 1 ≤ r ≤ 4 represents that there is a station
of type r at node i.

In the following sections, we describe our choice of the objective functions g1
and g2 .

Building Cost, objective function g1

The objective function describing the building cost is given by

g1 = ∑
k<Nk

skbk (1)

where bk is the building cost (in euros) of one station of type k.

Waiting time, objective function g2

The objective function describing the maximum waiting time in the network is given
by

g2 = max
i:∃ station at the node i

Wi (2)

where Wi is the maximum waiting time of an electric car at the station at the
node i. Hence it remains to model Wi in a suitable manner. Whereas other sources
employ queueing theory to describe the waiting time (see [4]), we use an energetic
approach.

Total energy demand First of all, we consider the total energy (in kWh) demanded
at a station at the node i during one day, denoted by Di . We assume that each
electric car can only travel a certain distance without charging. Converting this to
the combinatorial distance, each electric car can travel

R = 20 (3)

nodes without charging. Having this assumption in mind, we describe Di by

Di = ∑
j:∃ station at the node j

and d( j,i)≤R
and i, jÂ are on the same road

d(i, j) · c · IMDEV j · pS( j) · pJ( j, i) (4)

Here, the appearing quantities are defined as follows:

• c cost of energy (in kWh) for an electric car to go from one node to the next
one, that is, to go 15 kilometers.

• d(i, j) is defined for two nodes i and j as the number of nodes between i and j.
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• NRSi is defined for a node i as the number of stations which are reachable
from the node i in ≤ R steps and are on the same road. NRSi = {# j :

∃ station at the node j and d( j, i)≤ R and i, j Â are on the same road}

• IMDEV j = IMD j ·0.1 is total number of electric cars passing at the node j
during one day. As suggested by Iberdrola, we assume 10% of all cars are
electric.

• pS( j) is the probability with which an electric car passing the station at the
node j stops to charge.

• pJ( j, i) is the probability with which an electric car which has charged at the
station at j chooses the station at i to charge next.

The intuition behind the formula (4) is the following: a car stops with probability
pS( j) at a station at the node j. Hence the total amount of cars stopping at j in one
day is

IMDEV j · pS( j)

After charging at the station j, the driver chooses randomly a station within its range
to charge next. Hence the total amount of electric cars in one day arriving at the
station i coming from the station j is

IMDEV j · pS( j) · pJ( j, i)

The arriving electric cars want to charge the energy that they used since their last
stop at the node j. This is exactly

d(i, j) · c

To simplify our model even further (and make it easy to implement), we assume

pS( j) =
1

NRS j
, pJ( j, i) =

1
NRS j

(5)

Intuitively, a driver is less likely to stop at a particular station, if there are many
others close to it. Altogether, we end up with the following expression

Di = ∑
j:∃ station at the node j

and d( j,i)≤R
and i, j Â are on the same road

d(i, j) · c · IMDEV j ·
1

NRS2
j

(6)
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Modelling of Waiting Time by Energetic Approach

The total number of electric vehicles varies during the day. Denote by N(t) the
distribution of numbers of cars that require charging in the particular point of the
road at time t. The total required charging power is given by

P(t) =
N(t)

∑
i=n

Pi

where Pi denotes the power of i− th vehicle at time t. We simplify the model by
assuming that all electric vehicles have equal power. Hence, the total power is given
by the formula

P(t) = N(t) ·C

for a fixed constant C. The total energy demand Dt1,t2 at the interval [t1, t2] is given
by the integral

Dt1,t2 =
∫ t2

t1
P(t)

Figure 1: Energy demand/supply during one day

The genetic algorithm

We propose an efficient algorithm for the placement of charging stations along
the Spanish roads based on a well-known technique for the optimization known
by the name of genetic algorithms (GA). GAs are a particular type of evolution
algorithms (heuristic-type optimization, inspired by natural evolution) where an
initial population of solutions is repeatedly modified, such that it evolves toward the
local optimum.
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When employing evolutionary algorithms, there exists a standard terminology
that facilitates the comprehension of the various steps involved in the algorithm. We
present them briefly:

• Fitness function: Denotes the objective function to be optimized. In our case,
we consider two fitness functions described previously.

• Individual: a particular candidate solution.

• Population: a collection of individuals.

• Parents and children: parents are the individuals selected within the population
to produce the next generation;

Genetic and gradient-based algorithms

To highlight the main aspects of the genetic algorithm, we consider some of the main
differences with respect to gradient-based algorithms (e.g., gradient descent). In
particular, in gradient descend algorithms, at each iteration it generates one solution.
The sequence then converge to the optimum. Points in the sequence are computed
analytically;

On the contrary, GAs start by a collection of individuals that have been initialized
randomly, i.e., each individual in the population is a random vector with values in
the set of integers [0,4]. Then, an iterative process starts that is repeated for a given
number of iterations.

1. First, the best individuals are selected according to their fitness function.
This means that they are evaluated with the two fitness functions and ranked
according to that value. The ranks of the two functions are added up and the
first half is selected as the best fitted.

2. The best fitted individuals are used to generate a new population. This process
is carried out as follows. First, randomly choose two individuals in the current
generation. The individuals are denoted parents. Then, apply a single point
crossover operator to the parents to obtain two descendants, i.e., two new
solutions that combine properties of the two parents. These two descendants
are introduced in the next generation. The process is repeated until the next
generation is filled. Finally, if the halting condition has not been yet met, go
to step 1.

Reading the results

Genetic algorithms always produce an array of possible solutions. For single
objective optimization problems it is easy to then choose the best or the best
solutions among those. However, since we were running optimisation with two
objective functions, i.e. trying to optimise two functions at one time, this was not as
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simple. All of the possible solutions are two-dimensional with one value for the first
objective function and one value for the second objective function. By removing
“dominated” solutions, i.e. solutions for which there exists at least one other solution
where the values for both objective functions are better, a so-called “Pareto Front”
emerges. These are all the candidates for the final best solution.

First approach

In the first approach it was assumed that each location can hold only one charging
station. In reality, this might not be applicable, but rather "charging lots" would be
built holding multiple charging stations at one location.

A graphic depiction of each of the solutions in the final generation for roads A2
and A7 is given in Figure 2. The pareto set is the set of solutions for which there is
not any other solution that is at the same time cheaper (y axis) and faster (x axis).
Any of these solutions are the best in at least one of the two objectives. We consider
that selecting one of the solutions in the pareto from is a decision in the compromise
of the two objectives: time cost and economic cost.
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Figure 2: Each point in the figures is a solution s in the final generation plotted in
the point (g1(s), g2(s)).

Still, the questions unanswered by the algorithm is: Which of those solutions is the
most desirable, since they can be very different:

• Low waiting time and high cost?

• Medium waiting time and medium cost?

• High waiting time and low cost?

To better illustrate this point, we show a representation of the solutions as the
roads in Figures 3, 4 and 5. These figures show the road under consideration in
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Figure 3: Low waiting time, high cost.

Figure 4: Medium waiting time, medium cost.

which each node is represented with a circle. A black circle represents that no station
is placed in that node, a green one is a type 1 station (cheap but time consuming),
yellow is a type 2 station and red is a type 3 station.

We present 3 solution. The top one is a solution with low waiting time and high
economic cost, the bottom one has high waiting time and low cost and the middle
one is a compromise between both objectives. Clearly, the number and distribution
of the stations change from one to another in a clear way.

Often, it is necessary to take into account additional constraints on budget, ser-
vice or time to answer this. Since the optimisation was run on each road individually,
it is necessary to choose one solution for each road and then combine these to create
the whole grid of charging stations. Future work on this problem might take into
account the influence of roads on each other.
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Figure 5: High waiting time, low cost.

Figure 6: High waiting time, low cost.

Second approach

In the second approach one location can now hold up to one charging station of
each type. This approach leads to a more complicated optimization problem, but is
closer to reality. Although we did not work on this approach very long, there were
some promising programming ideas and we produced a preliminary result, shown
in Figure 6.

For future work, in an even more realistic model, it would be possible to have
each location hold any number of charging stations.

Conclusions

In this challenge proposed by Iberdrola, we have proposed an efficient solution for
the placement of charging stations for electric vehicles. Formally, the prob- lem
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is cast as a multi objective problem in which the two objectives are (1) minimize
the cost of deploying the stations in the roads and (2) minimizing the expected
waiting times for the cars in the roads. The proposed solution implements a genetic
algorithm. We contribute to the literature with a novel estimation of the maximum
waiting time for the cars at the stations. Overall, we make use of a public and private
data to propose efficient solutions for the placement of charging stations.
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ABSTRACT:

Sludges obtained at waste water treatment plants produce strong odours that can
affect neighbours and workers. Consorcio de Aguas de Bilbao Bizkaia has installed
extraction and ventilation systems in several locations to capture such smelling
components. One of such systems is located at the sludge processing unit building,
and is suspected of malfunctioning due to its lower than expected smell reduction
effects. Moreover, the failure is thought to come from wrong fresh air injection
angles. In this challenge we aim to corroborate this hypothesis and propose possible
solutions to have a better control over flow injection angles.

Through an initial set of simulation, the sensitivity of the behaviours of the
grates with the injection angle was confirmed and ideas to be further developed in a
future work have been presented.

Keywords: CFD, Ventilation, Aerodynamic, OpenFOAM.

Introduction

The Consorcio de Aguas de Bilbao Bizkaia (Consorcio de Aguas from here on) is
the entity responsible for the waste water sanitation and drinking water supply for
more than one million people. During this process odour emanating sludges are
formed that affect neighbours and workers in the surrounding areas.

In order to reduce the odour emission Consorcio de Aguas has developed a
ventilation system that captures smelling components and feeds them to chemical
biofilters to degrade them. One of such ventilation systems is located within the
sludge processing building, and was suspected of malfunctioning.

The ventilation system carries fresh air through pipes which is then injected
through grates. Fresh air transports the smelling gas to suction units (see figure 1).
The system was designed by a third-party under Consorcio’s request using ANSYS
workbench. Simulations results are available on document, but simulations are not
accessible.
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Figure 1: Ventilation system

Fresh air injection through grates was assumed purely radial direction, and
hence perpendicular to the pipe axis. Pitch angle with respect to the grate normal is
adjusted through a blade as represented in figure 2.

However, Consorcio has identified an inefficient ventilation, potentially related
to an incorrect grate flow injection. Certainly, if ventilation fluid is not properly
injected, the smelling component would be stirred rather than extracted, and hence
the odour increase in the surrounding areas.

The main goal of the Consorcio de Aguas within this ESGI Challenge is to
understand the behaviour of the ventilation system located at the sludge treatment
building, and discuss some possible improvement to reduce the odour levels.

Challenge Description

In order to understand the ventilation system behaviour, CFD simulations have been
carried out. Next, a set of possible simulations to fully describe the actual problem
is listed. Ordering them from most computationally expensive to least:

1. Passive transport gas in the room simulation:
Assuming a non-orthogonal flow injection and the resulting inefficient ven-
tilation, the actual ventilation efficiency gain for a corrected grate should
be checked before tackling construction works. Indeed, checking that the
injection angle is the relevant parameter and not any other, such as insufficient
refresh rate or insufficient suction speed. If the later was the case, a more
integrated fix should be accomplished.
An unsteady simulation for the whole sludge treatment building is required,
including the ventilation system and sludge press filters area where the passive
gas should be extracted from. Results are then com- pared to experimental
validation or available ANSYS time scales estimations.
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Figure 2: Pipe grate

2. Real geometry pipe work analysis:
Steady (and possibly unsteady) simulation of the pipe conduction should
be carried out to understand the actual behaviour of the fresh air injection.
Potential flow rate, pressure drop and injection angle should be studied.
Unsteady simulations can capture possible inefficiencies due to bad design
(such as shear layer induced instabilities), and potentially identify acoustic
sources.

3. Representative pipe grate analysis:
The problem is simplified to perform a flow analysis of a representative
pipe/grate combination. This is a substantially cheaper method to identify
wrong injection angles. But being a single representative geometry, it lacks
the capacity to capture interaction between sequential grates and pipe diameter
reduction effects.
With this test case, studying overall flow rate suitability is not possible.

Due to time limitations, efforts have been focussed on investigating the main
suspicion of Consorcio the Aguas, studying the ventilation grate fluid injection angle,
by using the cheapest option above: a single representative pipe grate geometry.
Still, a single simulation for a three grate pipe geometry is carried out since it
provides validation information (avoiding near boundary conditions influence) at a
small added cost. It also provides insight into the interaction of multiple consecutive
grates. Finally, computationally cheaper single grate modifications are considered.

Simulations will be carried out based on open source platforms: Open-FOAM,
Blender, Paraview. Blender is a geometry generation tool. Open-FOAM imports
Blender generated geometry, generates a mesh, and solves the problem using a
finite volume discretization. Finally Paraview will be used to post-process obtained
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results.
The geometry is composed of a 28 cm radius pipe, 60 cm grate length and 15

cm height.

Numerical schemes

In this time-constrained project numerical stability rather than accuracy has been
seek, and numerical tools have been tunned accordingly.

Meshing (SnappyHexMesh)

This OpenFOAM tool is used to generate the 3D mesh. It works by sequentially
applying castellation and refinement, cell removal and snapping algorithms.

Within all configuration options two parameters were key to obtain a good mesh
for a low computational time: resolveFeatureAngle and maxNonOrtho. The first one
controls the minimum angle by which a domain shape is considered “sharp”, and
reducing it to 10◦ was required to obtain soft cylinder curves. The second option is
related to the mesh quality, by which nodes are moved during the snap process to
satisfy a orthogonality angle for the hexahedra. Non-orthogonality condition is set
to angles higher than 40◦ (being 0◦ perfectly orthogonal). Setting more strict angles
resulted in extremely long snapping process.

checkMesh utility reveals skewed angles are obtained in the final mesh, but have
not been an obstacle to the simulations.

Finite Volume Schemes

fvSchemes and fvSolution define which methods are employed to solve Navier-
Stokes equations. Robust schemes have been selected. For details on each scheme
the reader is referred to the documentation.

• gradSchemes: cellLimited Gauss linear 1

• divSchemes: bounded Gauss upwind

• laplacianSchemes: Gauss linear corrected 0.33

• snGradSchemes: uncorrected

Turbulence modelling

Gas fluid flows are considered incompressible for speeds smaller than 30 m/s. Its
behaviour is determined by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:

∂v
∂ t

+v ·∇v−ν∆v+
1
ρ

∇p = g, (1)
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∇ ·v = 0 (2)

where ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity and ρ is the density. It is turbulent
for the current dimensions and speed.

Re =
UD
ρ

=
10×0.5

1.5×10−5 = 3×105 (3)

Two main modeling options are commonly used for such flows:

1. RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes): Temporal averaged equations
are solved, Therefore a steady state flow is obtained. Vortices and strong
turbulent structures can not be captured, and are instead modelled.

2. LES (Large-Eddy Simulation): Unsteady simulation where flow large scale
turbulence structures are resolved, whereas small scales are modelled.

To solve the aerodynamics for nominal working condition steady state results
suffice, and the much cheaper steady RANS method is selected. But, as already men-
tioned, effects such as flow detachment and recirculation distances at the pipe/grate
joints can have an important influence and should be studied by unsteady simula-
tions, especially for new proposed geometries which will have strong recirculation
areas (as we will see). For those cases more expensive LES simulations should be
considered.

The selection of the RANS turbulence model might have a significant influence,
since it is well-known turbulence models are sensitive to adverse pressure gradients
and detachment conditions. Commonly used RANS turbulence models add two
partial differential equation to the system to be solved. Those equations include two
of the following variables: k (turbulent kinetic energy), ω (specific rate of kinetic
energy dissipation) and ε (turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate). In this work
the well-known Menter’s SST k-ω model has been used.

Since last century, the popular k-ε method has been used to model turbulence
effects in the bulk flow. But such model could not accurately predict flows with
strong adverse pressure gradients and separation. Over decades, the available
turbulence models had consistently failed to compute these flows. That was the
motivation for aerodynamic industry to develop a more reliable model, and the
starting point of the k-ω .

The k-ω model is substantially more accurate than k-ε in the near wall lay- ers,
and has therefore been successful for flows with moderate adverse pressure gradients,
but fails for flows with pressure induced separation. Additionally, ω based equations
suffer from its free stream sensitivity, and has prevented k-ω model from replacing
the ε-equation as the standard scale-equation in turbulence modelling, despite its
superior performance in the near wall region. This was one of the main motivations
for the development of the zonal boundary layer based hybrid SST models. The
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zonal formulation is based on blending functions, which ensure a proper selection of
the k-ω and k-ε zones without user interaction. The main additional complexity in
the model formulation compared to standard models lies in the necessity to compute
the distance from the wall, which is required in the blending functions.

The SST model was originally used for aeronautics applications, but has since
made its way into most industrial, commercial and many research codes, and its
utility goes far beyond aerodynamics [1].

Results

Current situation

We will first study the geometry for three continuous grates at constant pipe diameter.
10 m/s flow speed at the inlet is assumed, and 0 Pa total pressure at the room. The
pipe-end after the 3rd grate is closed.

Field variables evolution along the pipe are observed in figure 3. Pipe average
velocity is reduced after each grate, since airflow is released through the grates and
less gas arrives at each section. Pipe diameter reduction serve this porpoise, by
allowing a constant velocity in each section. As predicted by the Bernoulli equation,
pressure is increased proportional to the velocity decelerations.

In between each grate a constant pressure decay is observed. The pressure
difference within the pipe is what triggers the fluid movement, and can be estimated
using the Hagen-Poiseuille equations.

Since each grate connects the pipe with the room pressure, each grate exit should
be near 0 Pa static pressure. The fact that second and third grates do not have such
value reflect that some overpressure generated by the pipe-end is observed. We shall
investigate this effect later on.

Total pressure has also been reported. Total pressure ought to be constant for
an irrotational low Mach number flow. However, when vorticity is present total
pressure is reduced through viscous dissipation. In fact, measuring total pressure
drop after a body is a measure of its drag. Walls generate vorticity because of the
strong normal to the walls velocity gradients. In current simulation we see strong
total-pressure drop after the last grate because near-wall streamlines are pulled
towards the pipe centerline and dissipation through mixing is present.
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(a) Geometry

(b) Pressure, total pressure and velocity magnitude distribution along the pipe

Figure 3

Grate aerodynamic behaviour is shown at figures 4 and 5. The first figure shows
grate radial velocity components. The second is a field variable representation of
the three grates.
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(a) Geometry

(b) Pressure, total pressure and velocity magnitude distribution along the pipe

Figure 4

The radial velocity (Ux) in figure 4 (b) reveals the biggest and smallest ventilation
rates are found at the third and first grates respectively. This is caused by the closed-
end flow accumulation and its upwind pressure propagation. Resulting over-pressure
generate strong pressure differences in the third grate, both in pipe axial direction
and in the perpendicular (radial) direction. It is such radial pressure distribution that
causes the effective flow exit across the third grate. Bear in mind flow acceleration
(including trajectory deviation) is achieved by pressure difference only. See figure 6
for a more clear second and third grates pressure distribution comparison.

Alternatively, the first two grates have a similar pressure contour, but the pressure
jump across them are different. The first grate has a pressure increase from 1.5 to 7.0
Pa (5.5 Pa difference). The second grate has 4.0 to 21 Pa increase (17 Pa difference).
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That is a big difference not explained only by the small pipe flow rate difference.
Such abrupt changes are not common, and only occur at singular conditions such as
airfoil stall. We would expect both ventilation grates having similar pressure and
velocity values. Therefore the 21.0 Pa downstream the second grate is probably
caused by the closed-end pipe. Indeed, carefully examining figure 6 we can see how
pressure propagates up to the pipe section between second and third grates (and is
the reason for the efficient exhaust at the third grate by an early flow redirection).
Simulating more grates or an open-end would result in smaller static pressure jump
after the second grate. Anyhow, such axial direction adverse pressure gradient at the
second grate slows the flow down, and therefore causes a more efficient ventilation
for the second grate as can be observed in 4 (b).

(a) velocity magnitude (b) static pressure (c) total pressure

Figure 5

A correlation between flow rate and angle can be deduced from figure 4 (a).
First type grates (with no obstruction after the grate) have the smallest flow but an
injection angle closest to radial direction, with 8◦ deviation. Second and third type
grates have higher flow rates (same maximum speed but wider flow injection area)
but strong oblique angles. Such angle is caused by the earlier leaving fluid (from
mid-grate), and not being redirected by the grate bottom while further pushing the
grate-bottom leaving fluid in an oblique direction. Deviation angles are 36◦ and 42◦

for the second and third type grates respectively. It is noteworthy that the ventilation
causes atmospheric air flow entering into the grate.
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In summary, 3 grates types are distinguished with different ventilation perfor-
mance: third type grates refers to a grate with a closed-end, and will only be obtained
at the end of the ventilation duct; the second type grate will be obtained whenever a
pressure increase is expected after the grate, such as in duct stretching; finally, the
first type grate is representative of geometries where a velocity of 10 m/s and no
obstruction after the grate is encountered, for example after a stretching. It can be
concluded that current ventilation grates are sensitive to the pipe over-pressure. Such
characterization requires validation by performing a full geometry simulation with
pipe stretching. According to this results most ventilation flow is supplied by second
type grates in the real geometry, and therefore non-optimal flow is generated due to
the undesired inflow angle. Thus, it is important to obtain a geometry with improved
flow direction for high flow values, as originally considered by Consorcio de Aguas.
Nevertheless, obtaining bigger flow rates by improving first type grates would yield
a more equidistributed ventilation, and probably better ventilation efficacy.

For the rest of this study focus on the second type grate is set in order to address
the main concern of Consorcio de Aguas, the ventilation angle.

Figure 6: Pressure back-propagation for grates 2 and 3.

Fast computational results are needed at this time-limited challenge. Hence, we
performed simulations of a unique representative grate instead of a set of continuous
grates. This can be achieved by setting boundary conditions resembling the second
grate of the previous simulation. Table 1 reflect such boundary conditions (refer to
OpenFOAM documentation for further details):
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Table 1: Boundary Conditions

pipe inlet
U: 10 m/s

P: zero gradient

pipe outlet
U: zero gradient

P: static pressure 15 Pa

room atmosphere
U: zero gradient

P: static pressure 0 Pa

Figure 7 shows velocity and static pressure solutions. Compared to the three
grate simulation, both velocity and pressure show similar contours, although slightly
higher pressure values are achieved in the single grate test case. This is expected
since an adverse pressure increase of 15 Pa is set in the boundary conditions.

Figure 7: Velocity magnitude.

Proposed solutions

As was previously observed in three grate simulations, a deviation of 36◦ is observed.
During the ESGI workshop we have proposed several options in order to improve

the ventilation angle.

Expanded metal sheet A representative metal sheet is displayed at figure 8. The
expected aerodynamic behaviour is an earlier flow deviation that pushes the flow in
the radial direction. It is a cheap component and easily installed to custom size. The
geometry is thought to take advantage of the multiple guide in cascade arrangement,
avoiding the flow detachment from the suction side walls thanks to the adjacent
walls pressure. A careful design would require calculating the correct angle of
attack, inter-hole distance and the pipe section to be covered, as well as other effects
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such as vortex induced acoustics. The operational cost is higher compared to the
base condition (no metal sheet) since static pressure increase is expected.

(a) representative sheet geometry (b) simulated geometry

(c) simulated geometry (continued)

Figure 8

A good turbulent simulation requires a mesh with y+ value ranging [30−300].
Obtained simulation range [8− 130] on the metal sheet walls, and is considered
good enough. Velocity magnitude and pressure contours are shown at figure 10
(a) and (b). We see it effectively redirects the early grate flow towards the exit in
the angle pointed indicated by the metal sheet, but the flow is redirect back in the
axial direction. To further correct the exit angle a multi-layered sheet or additional
mechanisms are required; adding a cylindrical guide will be studied in a forthcoming
section.

Detached flow is observed in the most inner sheet wall (closest to pipe axis).
Vortexes are shed at this point generating a strong pressure drop, which is the force
bending the redirected flow back in the axial direction. It resembles an stalled airfoil.
The holes furthest from the pipe axis do not suffer from such stall condition, as
expected from the cascade arrangement. Several options can be listed to fix the
detachment phenomena: streamlining the last hole walls, gradually reducing each
hole angle until the last hole is parallel to the axial direction, or extending the sheet
until the grate-opposite pipe wall, where the stall effects are minimized for the grate
performance.

Compared to the base case, approximately the same fluid volume arrives to the
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grate across a wider area and slower velocity. This can be observed on figure 10 (h).
Neither the flow rate or exit angle was corrected by the proposed geometry.

A note of caution. Simulated sheet geometry is considerably simpler and thicker
than the real geometry due to time limitations and modelling difficulties. A better
simulation would obtain smaller stagnation points in front of the sheet, and vortex
shedding from suction side could be smaller although expected.

Cylindrical guided vane A quarter cylinder has been located at the first third
of the grate expecting to get a strong flow redirection in the radial direction. But
solutions in figure 10 (c) and (d) shows redirection is not accomplished.

Figure 9: Cylinder in grate geometry

The non-streamlined cylinder generates a stall condition with a low-pressure
recirculation area in the suction side. Such depression bends the radially redirected
flow in the axial direction. Higher angle corrections are achieved compared to the
expanded metal sheet case, despite the aerodynamic similarities. Pipe pressure drop
is also reduced, and therefore cheaper operational cost.

Further improvements to successfully redirect the flow are proposed: multiple
cylinder arrangements (in axial direction), designing streamlined suction sides or
including holed cylinder surface to reduce recirculation and possibly postpone
detachment.

A multiple cylinder arrangement would induce a cascade effect equivalent to the
panel method. The suction side of the first cylinders would not observe detachment
due to the pressure of adjacent cylinder. However, setting cylinders too close would
generate a pressure increase in the exit path and reduce ventilation flow rate. To
avoid such disruption, secondary cylinders should be shifted in the negative radial
direction.

Substituting the quarter cylinder by an airfoil shaped design, as in turbine
guiding vanes, would hinder the flow detachment and reduce pressure drop. A holed
cylinder could provide similar results (at cheaper cost) by injecting high momentum
flow in the suction side.

Figure 10 (h) reveals little or no flow rate difference compared to the base
condition, since the cylinder flow intake reduces available flow at grate-bottom.
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(a) metal sheet case velocity (b) metal sheet case pressure

(c) cylinder case velocity (d) cylinder case pressure

(e) combined metal sheet and cylinder veloc-
ity

(f) combined metal sheet and cylinder pres-
sure

(g) grate geometry (h) radial velocity on grate

Figure 10
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Combined expanded metal sheet/Cylindrical guided vane The combination of
both redirection methods can potentially improve results. The early flow redirection
by the metal expanded sheet would reduce the angle of attach fed to the cylinder.
Consequently, the detachment on the cylinder would be delayed and the depression
reduced. It could also increase flow rate by increasing the flow arriving at the
grate-bottom.

Such simulation has been carried out and results plotted at 10 (e) and (f),
although when studying the results one concludes geometrical setup is not correctly
done. The cylinder is located within the metal sheet wake, and hence it looses
its flow redirection capacity. Cylinder wake has not been reduced since the panel
generated stream does not point to the cylinder wake.

Better result would be obtained if the metal sheet was located further from the
grate exit. Such simulation is left for future study.

Conclusions

A closed-end three grate simulation reveals that the current ventilation grates have
a sensitive performance according to the downstream pressure: the higher the
pressure jump, the grater the ventilation level and grater injection angle deviation
from orthogonality.

First and second type grates are representative for the possible grates found in
the pipe. The second type grate suffers a downstream over-pressure (17 Pa in the
current specific setup), resulting in a flow angle deviation of 36◦. In the studied
simulation such over-pressure is caused by the pipe-end pressure back-propagation,
but it could also be observed before a duct stretching, or in pipe metal sheet addition.
For the grates with no downstream over-pressure much smaller ventilation flow
rate is observed, at a small deviation angles (8◦). The relevance of downstream
over-pressure should be better studied, since the grate angle and flow rate is sensitive
to it.

Such a difference in grate ventilation levels can generate an ineffective ventila-
tion if fresh air is provided mainly by second type grates and the direction pointed
by those grates do not cover whole (odour) extraction surface. Increasing first type
grate flow rate and angle could potentially improve overall efficacy. This should be
studied.

Solutions have been proposed for the over-pressured case (second type grates),
where improvements on the angles deviation is seek. Trial cases include an expanded
metal sheet, a quarter cylinder guide, and a combination of both.

Neither of the tried geometries have successfully achieved a ventilation angle
correction. A common drawback has been the usage of a blunt body, inducing a
wake under-pressure which pulls the redirected stream back in the axial direction,
reducing the effective flow exit to the grate bottom part. All cases require redesigning
and respective proposals have been enumerated.
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